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Abstract 

Three-dimensional human movement analysis is a widely used tool in clinical and research biomechanics 

to provide comprehensive 3D representations and quantification of individuals’ movement patterns, 

particularly gait. Marker-based optical motion capture is the current ‘gold standard’ for performing human 

movement analyses; however, these systems have several inherent issues that affect the accuracy and 

reliability of their data and limit the environments in which data can be collected. Markerless motion capture 

is a quickly evolving technology that has the potential to eliminate many of the issues associated with 

marker-based motion capture. This research aims to validate a deep neural network-based markerless 

motion capture system, Theia3D, against a current field-accepted marker-based motion capture system for 

human gait. Three studies were undertaken towards the validation of this technology: (i) a comparison of 

time- and distance-based gait parameter measurements obtained simultaneously by the markerless and 

marker-based motion capture systems; (ii) a comparison of kinematic measurements obtained 

simultaneously by both systems; and (iii) a multi-session study of the repeatability of kinematic 

measurements obtained by the markerless motion capture system. The results of these studies indicate that 

this markerless motion capture system can measure time- and distance-based gait parameters and gait 

kinematics with sufficient accuracy for use in research and clinical applications, and the kinematic 

measurements were more reliable than those previously reported for ‘gold standard’ marker-based motion 

capture systems. These findings indicate the markerless motion capture system is sufficiently accurate and 

reliable for use in clinical and research biomechanics and can potentially reduce the limitations previously 

associated with performing human movement analysis. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Human Movement Analysis 

Human movement analysis aims to quantify the movement patterns of individuals during the completion 

of specific motor tasks and represents a promising area of human health-related research with potentially 

wide-ranging impacts. Human movement analysis is used in research pursuits to expand our understanding 

of the functions of the musculoskeletal system and develop novel products and technologies, and in clinical 

pursuits to apply research findings and develop new clinical practices for improved patient outcomes. 

Ongoing research in these areas are often classified into subfields of clinical gait analysis, sports 

biomechanics, orthopaedic and orthotic design, and rehabilitation. Common to all of these areas of research 

is the need to use methods and technologies for the measurement and quantification of human movement. 

1.2 Biomechanical Measures of Human Movement 

Depending on its intended use, human movement analysis can be performed using a variety of different 

technologies, each with its own advantages and disadvantages, to acquire a wide array of data types with 

different purposes and demonstrated uses. 

1.2.1 Spatiotemporal Measures 

Spatiotemporal parameters are the simplest way in which human motor tasks such as gait can be quantified. 

These measures take the form of numerical parameters that describe the spatial and temporal specifications 

of the pattern used to perform a motor task (Figure 1.1). Examples of such measures obtained during human 

gait analysis include step time (i.e. the time elapsed between the heel-strike of one foot and the subsequent 

heel-strike of the other foot), step length (i.e. the distance between the location of the toes of the lagging 

foot and the heel of the leading foot at heel-strike of the leading foot), percent stance (i.e. the proportion of 

the duration of a complete gait cycle during which a given leg is in contact with the ground), walking speed 

(i.e. the rate at which distance is covered), and cadence (i.e. the number of steps taken per minute). 
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the measurement of selected spatiotemporal gait parameters. Temporal 

measures are illustrated above the diagram and spatial measures are illustrated below the diagram. 

Heel-strike and toe-off events are labelled for the right (RHS, RTO) and left legs (LHS, LTO) in 

green and blue, respectively. 

Spatiotemporal parameters are commonly used to quantify and characterize individuals’ gait patterns in a 

relatively simple way. These parameters have been used to classify knee osteoarthritis severity [1], evaluate 

the effectiveness of locomotor training programs [2]–[5], characterize gait pattern changes associated with 

various pathologies [6]–[8], and determine thresholds that distinguish between healthy asymptomatic gait 

and pathological gait [9], as a few examples. Spatiotemporal gait parameters can be obtained using the 

position and time of contact between the heel and toe of both feet with the ground, which are relatively 

simple to measure. Some techniques that have been used include: manual measurement using physical 

footprints [10] or slow-motion video data [11], force- or pressure-sensitive walkways [12], depth sensors 

[13], photoelectric cell systems [14], [15], inertial measurement units [16], in-shoe pressure sensors [17], 

and three-dimensional (3D) optical motion capture [13], [18].  

1.2.2 Kinematic Measures 

Kinematic measures are a category of data obtained from the estimated pose of a subject that quantify the 

movement of the body segments and the body as a whole over a period of elapsed time. In human movement 

analysis, the body is usually modelled as a collection of rigid body segments such as the foot, shank, and 
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thigh, whose position and orientation in 3D space, or pose, is estimated using some measurement system. 

Modelling the body in this way can be performed using two approaches: a six degree-of-freedom approach 

(6DOF model) in which the movement of each segment is fully independent, or a linked chain approach 

(inverse kinematic or conventional gait  model) in which adjacent segments have joints between them with 

prescribed constraints on their movements [19]. Both approaches can provide pose estimates of the 

individual body segments, which collectively form the whole-body pose estimate that is central to obtaining 

kinematic measures of human movement. 

Kinematic measures can include positions, angles, velocities, and accelerations, and can be taken for body 

segments with respect to a global reference frame, referred to as segmental kinematics, or between adjacent 

body segments, referred to as joint kinematics. Kinematic measures have been used to quantify and study 

healthy and pathological human movement patterns for a wide array of specific motor tasks. These 

measures have been used to study osteoarthritis etiology [20], [21] and treatment effectiveness [22], guide 

gait retraining programs [3], [23], [24], monitor post-surgical functional recovery [25], and assess 

functional effects of medication on populations with neuromuscular pathologies [7], as a few examples. 

Three-dimensional kinematic measures are challenging to obtain due to the complexity associated with 

estimating human pose in 3D, which requires that each body segment be fully observable. That is, to 

determine the position and orientation of a given body segment, it must be represented by a minimum of 

three noncollinear points or markers whose position in 3D space is known throughout the duration of 

interest. This complexity has limited the number of technologies that are capable of performing 3D human 

pose estimation with sufficient accuracy for human movement analysis and has stifled the adoption of these 

measures in the fields where they hold the greatest potential. For example, orthopaedic surgeons performing 

procedures which alter musculoskeletal alignment or attachments in an effort to reduce joint pain could 

potentially gain valuable insight from the accurate and reliable measurement of their patients’ movement 

patterns compared to those of healthy individuals, which may in turn improve their treatment outcomes. 

Some examples of technologies which have been used for 3D human pose estimation and the measurement 
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of kinematics of human movement include inertial measurement units (IMUs) [26], depth sensors [27], 

electromagnetic tracking systems [28], and optical marker-based motion capture [29], with the last being 

the most widely accepted and used technology in human movement analysis. 

1.3 Marker-Based Motion Capture 

Optical marker-based motion capture has long been the accepted standard technology for measuring human 

movement in 3D; it is widely used in research and clinical biomechanics, and other commercial applications 

such as video game and movie production [30]. Marker-based motion capture systems use an array of 

specialized cameras positioned surrounding a capture volume, within which human movement data can be 

recorded [31]. Several markers are attached to the body of the human participant, which can be passive 

retroreflective markers or active infrared light-emitting markers depending on the camera system in use. 

For systems that use passive markers, the specialized cameras emit infrared light which is reflected by the 

markers directly back to the cameras, such that the reflective markers are detected by the camera sensors 

and show up as bright white circles within an otherwise black image. For systems that use active markers, 

the markers themselves emit infrared light such that they are similarly detected by the camera sensors. Since 

these active markers need electrical power to function, these systems require participants to not only have 

markers attached to their skin but also to either carry power sources for the markers or have long wires that 

connect the markers to a stationary power source. Given the physical restrictions and possible effects on 

the participant’s movement this causes, passive marker-based systems are generally more widely used. By 

calibrating the camera system using an object with known dimensions, intrinsic and extrinsic camera 

parameters can be obtained which describe the optical characteristics of the camera such as focal length or 

lens distortion and provide the global position and orientation of the camera, respectively. This information 

allows the 2D coordinates of a marker within the images captured by the cameras to be used to estimate the 

position of that marker in 3D [31].  

When using marker-based motion capture for human movement analysis, markers are affixed to 

predetermined bony anatomical landmarks that are palpated through the subject’s soft tissue by an 
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experienced operator following a specific protocol. These anatomical markers are used to define a local 

segment coordinate system that has a specific anatomical alignment to provide data that have meaningful 

anatomical and functional interpretations [31] (Figure 1.2). Often, in addition to these ‘anatomical’ markers, 

motion capture operators will use triads or tetrads of noncollinear ‘tracking’ markers mounted to rigid 

plastic plates, which are attached to the bulk of the subject’s body segments using straps or wraps. These 

tracking markers are used to define a local tracking coordinate system, for which a transformation between 

the tracking coordinate system and the local anatomical coordinate system can be determined. This allows 

the pose of the local anatomical coordinate system to be determined at any time based on that of the tracking 

coordinate system. Given their attachment to a rigid plate, their position on the bulk of the body segment, 

and their inclusion of three or more markers, these clusters are typically more visible to the camera system 

and provide the opportunity employ optimization techniques on clusters of more than three markers. This 

allows the pose of the segment to be determined more consistently throughout the collected data with 

reduced concerns for marker occlusion.  
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of the pelvis and right leg portion of a marker-based motion capture 

skeletal model. The left image shows the skin-mounted anatomical markers and segment marker 

clusters, and the local anatomical coordinate systems for the pelvis, thigh, shank, and foot segments. 

The right image shows the modelled segments with their local anatomical coordinate systems, with 

the markers hidden. 

Having affixed the necessary markers and marker clusters to the subject, a short static trial is recorded of 

the subject in a quiet standing pose. The positions of the anatomical markers recorded during this static trial 

are then used to create a local segment anatomical coordinate systems, the marker clusters are used to create 

cluster coordinate systems, and the transformation between the cluster and anatomical coordinate systems 

allows the pose of the anatomical coordinate systems to be determined by simply tracking the more-visible 

marker clusters. In this way, the whole-body pose of the human subject can be estimated in 3D using only 

the marker clusters, reducing the number of markers that must be attached to the subject during the data 

collection.  
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Kinematic measurements such as joint positions and angles are obtained from recorded marker trajectories 

using the segment coordinate systems and approximations based on anthropometry. For example, the knee 

joint center is typically assumed to be halfway between the medial and lateral femoral epicondyles, so by 

placing anatomical markers on these landmarks and finding the position of those markers within the thigh 

coordinate system, the knee joint center position can be estimated using the trajectories of the thigh marker 

cluster. To estimate joint angles, the transformation between the orientation of the adjacent segments’ 

coordinate systems is obtained; however, since there are multiple ways in which these transformations can 

be obtained and expressed, joint angles can vary depending on the transformation used. To promote 

consistency within the field of biomechanics, the International Society of Biomechanics has published 

recommendations for marker sets and joint angle transformations to be used in biomechanics research [32]–

[34]. 

1.4 Limitations of Marker-Based Motion Capture 

Despite the widespread use of marker-based motion capture in the field of biomechanics, it suffers from 

several inherent limitations that affect its accuracy, reliability, and research impact. These limitations have 

been studied thoroughly and some improvements have been made as a result; however, they continue to 

hinder the adoption of human movement analysis and its findings, particularly in clinical practice. The 

varying inter-session, inter-operator, and inter-laboratory reliability of the measurements from marker-

based motion capture systems suggest that clinically acceptable levels of error are possible but are not 

always achieved [35], casting doubt on its clinical role [36], where it can influence decision-making [37] 

and affect patients’ health outcomes [38]. The implication is that if these issues were significantly reduced 

or eliminated, the findings of human movement research would have a greater impact on healthcare and 

sports science. The most significant limitations of marker-based motion capture errors are marker 

placement errors, soft tissue artefact, and data collection limitations. 
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1.4.1 Marker Placement Error 

Marker placement errors are the result of two issues: the incorrect placement of markers on anatomical 

landmarks, and the inconsistent placement of markers within operators, between operators, and between 

laboratories. These marker placement errors skew the orientation of segment anatomical coordinate systems 

and joint axes, which has minor effects on joint rotations that occur primarily in a single plane, but very 

strong effects on rotations out of this primary plane and may often be the cause of misinterpretation of these 

rotations [39]. Marker placement errors can be caused by three factors: the landmarks are not points but 

rather surfaces, the landmarks are covered by soft tissue of varying thickness and composition, and 

landmark identification depends on the palpation procedure used [39]. Of these factors, the third can be 

most readily addressed by standardizing the procedure used to identify landmarks, which has been shown 

to reduce inter-operator and inter-laboratory variability [40]. However, kinematic data collected by the same 

operator between sessions is still susceptible to intra-operator variability [41], and conflicting results have 

been found with respect to whether additional experience improves the reliability of kinematic data [42], 

[43]. Inconsistent marker placement has been shown to contribute up to 5 degrees of error in some lower 

limb joint angles [40], [44]. 

1.4.2 Soft Tissue Artefact 

Soft tissue artefact refers to the deformation and displacement of soft tissue with respect to the underlying 

bony anatomy, and can be caused by inertial effects, skin deformation, skin sliding, and deformation due 

to muscle contraction, all of which occur during human movement [45]. Since individual body segments 

are modelled as rigid bodies and tracked using markers affixed to the skin, soft tissue artefact directly 

conflicts with the assumption of segment rigidity and causes segmental kinematics to represent marker 

movements instead of bulk segment movements. This contributes significant, varying, and unpredictable 

levels of error to kinematic data through the movement of the markers relative to the bone [45]. For this 

reason, soft tissue artefact is considered the most critical source of error associated with marker-based 

motion capture and significant efforts have been expended to study and reduce its effects [45]–[54].  
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Soft tissue artefact has been shown to operate on similar frequencies as the actual bone movements and 

vary based on the motor task, between individuals, and within individuals, making it highly challenging to 

model and reduce [45]. It has been found to cause skin-mounted lower limb markers to translate up to 2.3 

cm and rotate up to 8 degrees relative to the underlying bone, introducing errors of up to 3 degrees to lower 

limb kinematic measures [50]. Some methods have had success in reducing its effects on measured 

kinematics during specific tasks [54]–[56]. However, until a robust compensation technique that can be 

applied on an individual-, task-, and session-specific basis is shown to provide significant improvements, 

it will remain a significant limitation of marker-based motion capture. 

1.4.3 Data Collection Limitations 

The collection of kinematic human movement data through the use of marker-based motion capture is 

limited in several respects.  

Most marker-based motion capture protocols require that participants wear minimal and tightly fitting 

clothing, and have markers affixed all over their body (Figure 1.3). The minimal and tight attire is required 

to allow operators to palpate for the individual’s bony landmarks and affix markers to the skin over the 

landmarks without obscuring the markers, in order to record the segment movements as accurately as 

possible. This careful marker placement procedure can often 20 to 30 minutes, depending on the number 

of markers and operator experience, which limits the collection of marker-based motion capture data (2.2.4 

Experimental Procedure). Understandably, many participants experience social and physical discomfort 

due to the attire and the presence of markers on their body and it is plausible they may choose to not 

participate or may not move as they would under normally clothed circumstances if they choose to 

participate. 
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Figure 1.3: Typical attire and marker set used with marker-based motion capture systems 

In addition, human movement analysis is typically performed in laboratory spaces due to the operational 

restrictions associated with optical motion capture systems. The confinement of data collections to 

laboratory spaces greatly reduces the ability to study human movement in real-world situations such as that 

of athletes on the field of play or of individuals navigating uneven walking paths. In addition, the laboratory 

environment and motion capture research protocols which include marker placement, static trial collection, 

and motor task trial collections are entirely new to most participants. Collectively, the foreign laboratory 

environment, the awareness that they are being actively observed, and instructions from researchers to 

perform motor tasks on-demand while maintaining natural movement patterns would contribute to reducing 

the fidelity of the collected data [57]. Though there has been minimal work done in studying the effects of 
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these factors, it has been established that participants walk faster when they are aware they are being 

recorded, implying that motor task performance can be influenced by such factors [57].  

1.5 Markerless Motion Capture 

Given the potential impact of human movement analysis research and the challenges it faces due to the 

limitations of marker-based motion capture, there has been a considerable research focus in recent years on 

the development of markerless motion capture technology [58]–[60]. Markerless motion capture represents 

an overlap of research from the fields of computer vision, machine learning, and biomechanics, and as such 

the intended uses and requirements of proposed systems vary considerably. Regardless of its intended 

application markerless motion capture offers several potential benefits over marker-based motion capture 

systems which is particularly true for human movement analysis.  

Markerless motion capture allows human movement data to be collected significantly faster compared to 

marker-based motion capture, with a typical single-subject gait collection requiring less than ten minutes 

compared to the two hours required for a similar marker-based motion capture collection (2.2.4 

Experimental Procedure, 4.3 Results). This will allow studies with large samples in the hundreds or 

thousands to be performed by a single laboratory in a reasonable span of time, which would not have been 

feasible using marker-based motion capture.  

Markerless motion capture allows data to be collected in a wider variety of environments, including 

outdoors, in small clinic spaces, on the field or court during athletic practices or competitions, and in 

workplaces with ergonomic or worker safety concerns. This will allow studies to take place with humans 

performing motor tasks in the natural environment in which they would typically be performed, which 

would not have been feasible or possible in some cases using marker-based motion capture. 

Markerless motion capture has the potential for human movement data to be collected with subjects wearing 

the clothing they would typically wear when performing the activity of interest such as regular everyday 

clothing during gait analyses, athletic clothing during athletic tasks or competitions, or personal protective 
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equipment during workplace activities. This could allow studies of specific activities to be performed with 

subjects wearing clothing that is appropriate for that activity, which would not have been possible with 

marker-based motion capture.  

Markerless motion capture allows human movement data of multi-person activities to be collected, enabling 

their movements to be analysed as an individual subject as well as on an interactive basis, with respect to 

the movements of other subjects. This will allow studies of a variety of multi-person activities and their 

movements within the context in which they are performed, including dancers during a performance or 

athletes during a competition.  

Finally, markerless motion capture replaces manually placed, skin-mounted markers with automatically 

detected landmarks. This could eliminate the errors due to inconsistent marker placement and soft tissue 

artefact, which are the two most significant sources of error that reduce the reliability of marker-based 

motion capture data [39], [45]. As such, these sources of error should be eliminated as much as possible, a 

goal that may be achieved using markerless motion capture. 

Most markerless motion capture systems can be broadly classified into two categories based upon the data 

type they use: depth sensor-based systems, and video-based systems. 

1.5.1 Depth Sensor-Based Systems 

Depth sensors are a form of camera that employ infrared projectors and sensors to estimate the position of 

objects within view, relative to the camera’s position. With the advent of the Microsoft KinectTM, 

inexpensive depth sensor technology became widely available and the concept of in-home motor task 

movement analyses became plausible to researchers and clinicians [61]–[64]. Several depth sensor-based 

markerless motion capture systems were developed that achieved varying levels of success in estimating 

human pose in 3D and obtaining measures of human movement during specific motor tasks. These systems 

have demonstrated the capability to measure spatiotemporal gait parameters [13], [27], [62], [65], and some 

kinematic measures during gait [27], [65], [66], stair ambulation [67], treadmill running [68], rehabilitation 
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and exercise activities [69], [70], and athletic injury screening activities [71], [72], among others. However, 

in several cases the accuracy of these measures was deemed to be sufficient only for limited uses or with 

cautious interpretation [13], [66], [73]–[77]. These systems are further limited in their potential by the 

nature of depth sensor measurements, which require that subjects be within 3.5 meters of the sensor to 

provide an accurate representation of their body [13], and by their limited ability to handle occlusions [73]. 

These combined limitations of the accuracy, range, and robustness of depth sensor-based approaches to 

markerless motion capture restrict their use to cases such as remote in-home data collection. 

1.5.2 Video-Based Systems 

Video-based markerless motion capture systems present an opportunity for increased deployment of motion 

capture systems due to their minimal restrictions on the data collection environment. Thus, video-based 

markerless motion capture has been a focused area of research in recent years, with many systems 

demonstrating reasonable levels of success in measuring human movement [60], [78], [79]. Video-based 

markerless motion capture systems record human movement from multiple camera views, which are then 

analyzed using a variety of computer vision techniques to discern, track, and estimate the pose of individuals 

throughout the recorded data. Two of the more commonly used techniques for estimating human pose from 

video data are visual hull reconstruction, in which the outer shell of an individual’s body is reconstructed 

based on their silhouette from multiple angles [80]–[88], and feature recognition using neural networks or 

other deep learning approaches [89]–[96]. However, despite the development of numerous systems that can 

successfully estimate 2D and 3D human pose under a variety of conditions, few of these systems have been 

validated against an accepted marker-based motion capture system. Video-based markerless motion capture 

systems have demonstrated the capability to measure some kinematics of human movement during cycling 

[97], specific exercise movements such as squats [88], [98], underwater running [93], lifting tasks [94], and 

gait [85], [86], [99]. However, due their machine vision-based measurement method, video-based 

markerless motion capture systems are computationally expensive, requiring high-end computers to 

perform the markerless detection and tracking processes. Furthermore, the ‘black-box’ nature of neural 
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networks makes it difficult to assess biases and explain in detail how and why certain video data produce 

the measurements they produce. Finally, the number and complexity of factors associated with video data 

such as frame rate, lighting conditions, and image background present a challenge in determining the 

sensitivity of such systems to these factors. 

1.5.3 Theia3D Markerless Motion Capture System 

A specific video-based markerless motion capture system and the focus of the three studies described in 

this thesis is the Theia3D markerless motion capture system, developed by Theia Markerless Inc. (Kingston, 

ON, Canada). This system uses an array of synchronized video cameras (minimum six but recommended 

eight) that are set up and oriented to record the motion of humans within a designated capture volume [100]. 

The capture volume size is limited by the number and depth of focus of the cameras views, as the system 

achieves its best results when the people being tracked are at least 500 pixels tall, are in focus, and have all 

of their joints visible by at least three camera views [100]. After collecting a short calibration trial of an 

object of known dimensions, video data can be recorded of humans performing motor tasks within the 

capture volume without interruption, further setup, and with minimal requirements on the attire worn. Also, 

given its use of video data this system can be employed in any environment of interest, including laboratory 

spaces, clinics, and sports courts or fields, and can be used to track the movements of multiple participants. 

Following the data collection, a built-in tool in Theia3D is used to place the video files in nested file folders 

to form an expected file structure, which enables another built-in batch processing tool to automatically 

process all of the movement trials that were collected and obtain 3D pose estimates of all human subjects 

within the calibrated capture volume throughout those trials. 

There are multiple steps performed by Theia3D in producing the 3D pose estimates of the recorded human 

subjects. First, a deep convolutional neural network-based person identification algorithm is used to 

recognize all of the human forms that appear within the capture volume and boxes are created to encompass 

each of their bodies. This person identification process is performed on several key frames of each video 

throughout the trial, and a tracking algorithm is used to associate all instances of an individual, allowing 
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the movement of each individual to be tracked throughout the trial. Next, a separate deep convolutional 

neural network-based algorithm uses a frame-by-frame approach to estimate the position of an array of 

anatomical landmarks all over the individuals’ bodies within every frame of each video. The neural 

networks used in the identification of people and the estimation of anatomical landmark positions were 

trained on a dataset of over 500,000 images of people in a variety of clothing and environments which 

included images from a proprietary dataset and from Microsoft COCO [101]. The anatomical landmarks of 

the humans within these images were manually labelled by highly trained annotators employed by Theia 

Markerless Inc. who made their best estimate of the position of each landmark on all of the reasonably 

visible humans within the training images. Labelling quality assurance was performed on all landmarks by 

a second Theia Markerless Inc. expert annotator, who flagged any images or landmarks for which their 

position estimate differed from that of the first annotator. Their training on these large datasets of labelled 

images allowed the neural networks to learn the visual features associated with each landmark and apply 

them to any new image, enabling the estimation of their 2D position. These anatomical landmark positions 

are then used to estimate the 2D positions of all of the joints of each individual in each video frame. Making 

use of the camera system calibration, the 2D joint positions from each camera view are used to produce 

estimates of the most likely position of each joint in 3D space. The 3D joint position estimates are 

subsequently linked in each frame by a kinematic chain of rigid segments, whose lengths are calculated in 

the median frame of the longest portion of tracked data for each individual and are held constant throughout 

the entire trial. Finally, the anatomical landmarks are used in coordination with the 3D joint position 

estimates to fully define the global orientation of each body segment within the kinematic chain in each 

frame of data, providing the whole-body 3D pose of each individual throughout the collected trial. The 

kinematic chain model used in Theia3D has three rotational degrees-of-freedom (DOF) at the ankle, two 

DOF at the knee (flexion/extension, abduction/adduction), and three DOF at the hip. However, Theia 

Markerless Inc. continues to train the neural networks on additional anatomical landmarks to provide 

greater observability, which will soon enable the knee to have three DOF. 
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Using the outlined techniques, Theia3D is capable of estimating the whole-body 3D pose of numerous 

individuals with few restrictions on the environment and attire worn. The frame-by-frame landmark 

identification approach to tracking subject movement allows the pose of the human subjects to be estimated 

in each frame independently, and does not require any knowledge of the movement being performed or 

information from previously tracked video frames, allowing it to potentially track any movement with 

similar accuracy. Theia Markerless Inc. offers a bundle that includes eight cameras, Theia3D markerless 

motion capture software, Visual3D motion analysis software, and a high-end computer for processing data 

for 39,000 USD. The opportunities presented by this software for research, clinical, and commercial 

applications are numerous, provided that the pose estimates produced by the software are shown to be 

sufficiently accurate and reliable for their intended uses. 

1.6 Summary and Objectives 

The work undertaken in the completion of this thesis was motivated by the potential for human movement 

analysis to improve human performance and musculoskeletal disease treatments, provided that 

improvements could be made with respect to the quality of human movement data. Specifically, it has been 

established that the impact of findings from marker-based motion capture studies are severely hampered by 

the limitations of marker-based motion capture, which include marker placement errors, soft tissue artefact, 

and data collection limitations. The reduction or elimination of these limitations through the use of an 

accurate and reliable markerless motion capture system would greatly expand the possibilities for human 

movement analysis research and the impact of its findings. Thus, the objective of this work was to address 

the research question: Can Theia3D markerless motion capture provide reliable measures of human 

movement that are comparable to marker-based motion capture? Three separate studies were undertaken to 

answer the following sub-questions related to the main objective of this work: 

1. Can Theia3D markerless motion capture measure comparable spatiotemporal gait parameters to 

marker-based motion capture? 
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2. Can Theia3D markerless motion capture measure comparable kinematics of human movement to 

marker-based motion capture? 

3. Can Theia3D markerless motion capture reliably measure kinematics of human movement? 

This thesis is structured in manuscript format, as Chapter 2, Chapter 3, and Chapter 4 were written as 

standalone articles describing the three studies undertaken and were intended for submission to scientific 

journals. Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 are both currently under review by the Journal of Biomechanics, and 

Chapter 3 is in preparation for submission to the Journal of Biomechanics. 

In the first study (Chapter 2), spatiotemporal gait data was collected simultaneously using a standard 

marker-based motion capture system and the Theia3D markerless motion capture system in order to directly 

compare the spatiotemporal measurements obtained using these systems, addressing the first objective.  

In the second study (Chapter 3), kinematic data was collected simultaneously using a standard marker-

based motion capture system and the Theia3D markerless motion capture system in order to directly 

compare the kinematic measurements obtained using these systems, addressing the second objective.  

In the third study (Chapter 4), kinematic data was collected using the Theia3D markerless motion capture 

system during multiple sessions to assess the reliability of the data in the form of inter-session repeatability, 

addressing the third objective.  

Finally, the collective findings from the three studies undertaken in this work will answer the overarching 

research question of whether markerless motion capture can accurately and reliably quantify human gait.  
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Chapter 2: Comparison of spatiotemporal gait parameter measurements from 

Theia3D markerless motion capture and marker-based motion capture  

2.1 Introduction 

Gait analysis is a useful tool for assessing and comparing human movement patterns to gain insight into a 

variety of health-related factors. Spatiotemporal gait parameters are one form of data obtained through gait 

analysis that have been shown to be useful clinical measures that can detect ‘negative’ changes in 

individuals’ gait patterns due to pathology [1], [6]–[8] or aging [102], and ‘positive’ changes due to 

rehabilitation [5], [103] or locomotor training [2], [3], [104]. They have been implemented to study the gait 

patterns of children [105], older adults [106], individuals with Parkinson’s disease [107], dementia [108], 

multiple sclerosis [109], and post-stroke patients [110] as a few examples. However, it is crucial that they 

are obtained using objective techniques to ensure adequate accuracy and repeatability [111].  

Marker-based optoelectronic motion capture has often been considered the ‘gold standard’ for gait analysis, 

but its high cost and requirements for experienced operators and dedicated laboratory space have prompted 

the development and validation of alternative technologies that can measure spatiotemporal gait parameters. 

In particular, the current trend towards collecting data in more realistic environments requires such 

alternative technologies. Some examples of alternative technologies include instrumented walkways [112], 

depth sensors [113], photoelectric cell systems [15], inertial measurement units [16], and in-shoe pressure 

sensors [17], each of which has its own advantages and disadvantages. However, some of these technologies 

still require expensive equipment, may have limited options for deployment, and provide minimal data 

compared to motion capture systems. Automated two-dimensional (2D) video-based markerless motion 

capture is an emerging technology that has the potential to quantify human movement using spatiotemporal 

parameters and other types of data (e.g. joint kinematics), without the need to place markers or sensors on 

the individuals and manually track points of interest. Several different approaches to 2D video-based 

markerless motion capture have been developed and implemented to varying levels of success, feature 
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recognition being one such approach [114]–[116]. Feature recognition employs deep learning techniques 

such as neural networks that are trained on a large number of images to be able to identify specific visible 

features within an image. In the case of markerless motion capture, these features are typically specific 

anatomical landmarks or joints that allow the movement of a subject’s body segments to be tracked across 

multiple successive photographic images. This process allows the pose of human subjects to be estimated 

based on the positions of the tracked anatomical landmarks in each frame independently, and does not 

require any knowledge of the movement being performed or information from previously tracked video 

frames allowing it to potentially track any movement with similar accuracy. The feature recognition 

approach to 2D video-based markerless motion capture has several benefits over depth sensor-based 

approaches such as the Microsoft KinectTM (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA) or video-based surface 

registration approaches, two alternative approaches to markerless motion capture. Some benefits include 

there being no need for specific technology, no need to separate or subtract the background of the image 

from the subject, and the ability to make pose estimates despite occlusion of the subject. Feature recognition 

has been implemented in Theia3D software which uses an array of synchronized and calibrated 2D video 

cameras and a deep convolutional neural network to estimate human pose in three-dimensions (3D). 

Theia3D can estimate the pose of humans with minimal restrictions on the activity performed, the clothing 

worn, and the collection environment, which could increase the ease of and opportunities for collecting 

human movement data. As these possibilities bear promising potential for clinical use, the accuracy of this 

approach needs to be validated against the current gold standard for healthy and impaired gait.  

Therefore, the aim of this work was to determine if standard spatiotemporal gait parameter measurements 

obtained by using the Theia3D markerless motion capture system were equivalent to those from a field-

accepted marker-based motion capture system during healthy treadmill walking gait. 
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2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Theia3D Markerless Motion Capture 

Theia3D is a markerless motion capture software that uses a deep neural network-based approach to 

estimate human pose in 3D using an array of synchronized and calibrated 2D video cameras (minimum six, 

recommended eight). Cameras are placed to establish a 3D volume captured by their overlapping 2D views 

and calibrated using an object of known dimensions to determine their position and orientation in 3D space. 

The size of the capture volume is limited by the number and depth of focus of the cameras, as the system 

achieves the best results when the people of interest are at least 500 pixels tall, are in focus, and all joints 

are visible by at least three cameras [100]. The calibrated cameras synchronously record video data of 

humans performing motor tasks within or passing through the capture volume, wearing the clothing of their 

choice. Using a frame-by-frame approach, Theia3D performs person identification and feature extraction 

on the video images to identify humans and locate specific anatomical landmarks and joint positions on 

each human in each 2D view. This feature identification is performed using deep convolutional neural 

networks that were trained on a dataset of over 500,000 images of humans in a wide variety of settings and 

clothing, and were sourced from a proprietary dataset and Microsoft COCO [101]. The humans in these 

images had their anatomical landmarks and joint positions manually labelled by highly trained annotators, 

and quality assurance was performed on all labelled points by a minimum of one additional expert labeler. 

The visual features that correspond to these landmarks were learned by the algorithm, and once learned can 

be applied to any new image. The estimated 2D landmark positions and camera calibration information are 

used to estimate the position of the landmarks and joints in 3D space. Finally, an articulated multi-body 

model is scaled and applied to the 3D landmark positions throughout the collected trial to obtain 3D pose 

estimates of the subjects’ body segments. This inverse-kinematic model is made up of 17 segments and has 

three degrees-of-freedom (DOF) at the ankle, two DOF at the knee (flexion/extension and ab/adduction), 

three DOF at the hip, three DOF at the shoulder, two DOF at the elbow (flexion/extension and 

internal/external rotation), and two DOF at the wrist (flexion/extension and radial/ulnar deviation). The 
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segment pose estimates can be exported as 4x4 pose matrices, which describe the translation and rotation 

of each body segment coordinate system with respect to the global coordinate system, for analysis in 

computer software such as Visual3D motion analysis software (C-Motion Inc., Germantown, MD) or 

MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA). 

2.2.2 Participants 

Thirty healthy, recreationally active individuals (15 male/15 female, mean (SD) age: 23.0 (3.5) years, 

height: 1.76 (0.09) m, mass: 69.2 (11.4) kg) were convenience-recruited to participate in this study at the 

Human Mobility Research Laboratory in Kingston, Ontario. Participants gave written informed consent 

and this study was approved by the institutional ethics review board (Appendix A: Research Ethics Board 

Approval). Exclusion criteria included having suffered any lower-limb injuries in the previous 9 months, 

having any neuromuscular, musculoskeletal or metabolic impairments that could prevent their performance 

of walking, running, or jumping tasks, or currently taking medication for any neurological, cardiovascular, 

or metabolic disorders. 

2.2.3 Experimental Setup 

Two camera systems, consisting of seven Qualisys 3+ cameras (Qualisys AB, Gothenburg, Sweden) which 

recorded marker trajectories and eight Qualisys Miqus cameras which recorded 2D videos were 

simultaneously used to record the movement of subjects while they walked on a treadmill. These cameras 

were temporally synchronized by connecting them to a single instance of Qualisys Track Manager and were 

calibrated simultaneously resulting in one shared global reference frame. Both camera systems recorded at 

85 Hz. Treadmill walking was selected to maximize the video image quality by keeping participants within 

the cameras’ focal range. While treadmill walking has been shown to reduce the variability of gait patterns 

compared to over-ground walking, subject mean spatiotemporal gait parameters do not change between the 

two conditions [117]. 
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2.2.4 Experimental Procedure 

Each subject was scheduled for two hours to allow adequate time for them to change clothing, for markers 

to be affixed to their skin, and for the data collection to be performed. The majority of this time was spent 

performing setup steps such as marker placement. Participants wore minimal, tightly fitting clothing to 

allow marker-based motion capture data to be collected concurrently with markerless motion capture 

(which does not require this clothing). Retroreflective markers were affixed bilaterally on the first, fifth, 

and between the second and third metatarsal heads, on the calcaneus, medial and lateral malleoli, tibial 

tuberosity, fibular head, medial and lateral femoral epicondyles, anterior superior and posterior superior 

iliac spines, lateral iliac crest, suprasternal notch, C7 vertebrae, superior acromion, lateral humeral head, 

medial and lateral humeral epicondyles, radial and ulnar styloid processes, and the third metacarpus. Rigid 

clusters of retroreflective markers were affixed to the shanks and thighs, and a headband with a central 

anterior marker, two lateral anterior markers, and two lateral posterior markers was worn by subjects 

(Appendix B: Marker Set). Starting at an initial speed of 1.2 m/s, participants walked on the treadmill and 

operators asked them for feedback (i.e. faster? slower?) to adjust the speed until it was similar to their 

preferred walking speed. An acclimatization period of two minutes was used to allow subjects to become 

comfortable with the treadmill. This acclimatization period is shorter than is recommended for treadmill 

gait studies [118], however, since the purpose of this study was simply to compare the measurements of the 

two systems, the data did not need to reflect the subjects’ steady-state gait. Following the acclimatization 

period, ten consecutive four-second trials were collected to ensure that at least ten separate gait cycles were 

recorded. 

2.2.5 Data Analysis 

Marker-based motion capture data were tracked in Qualisys Track Manager and the 2D video data for 

markerless motion capture were processed in Theia3D to obtain 3D pose estimates of each body segment. 

The tracked marker data and the markerless 3D pose estimates, which were exported as 4x4 pose matrices, 

were both analyzed further using Visual3D. 
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In Visual3D, two skeletal models (one for marker-based and one for markerless) with homologous segments 

were defined from a static posture such that their segment local coordinate systems were identical in this 

static posture. These two models used independent tracking data; one tracked the 3D marker trajectories 

(marker-based), while the other tracked the 4x4 pose matrices (markerless). These models were generated 

for every participant and applied to all trials collected from the respective participant.  

Independent, kinematically-defined gait events were generated for the marker-based and markerless models 

using the method described by Zeni et. al. [119]. This method detects heel-strike and toe-off events using 

kinematic data of the metatarsal head and heel markers and was used to demonstrate that force-based gait 

events are not required to measure spatiotemporal gait parameters using either system. This would give the 

markerless system further independence and support its use in measuring spatiotemporal gait parameters in 

non-laboratory settings. In order to determine these events using the markerless motion capture system, 

virtual markers were added to the markerless model at the same positions as the metatarsal head and heel 

markers in the static posture, but which tracked the motion of the markerless model’s feet. If this method 

were to be used without the presence of markers, the landmarks identified by the markerless system could 

be used to generate the virtual markers instead. The independent gait events were used to measure the time- 

and distance-based spatiotemporal gait parameters of each participant from both motion capture systems 

separately. The gait parameters were measured for all strides within the ten four-second trials and a mean 

of both sides of the body was obtained for each subject. The parameters compared in this work were gait 

speed, cadence, step time, stance time, swing time, double-limb support time, step length, stride length, and 

stride width, and are described in further details Table 2.1. Parameters were computed in Visual3D and 

exported to MATLAB for further analysis. 
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Table 2.1: Descriptions of the spatiotemporal gait parameters examined in this study. 

Gait Parameter Description 

Gait Speed Distance covered per second, calculated as the measured stride length divided by the 
measured stride time, reported in meters per second [m/s]. 

Cadence Rate of leg turnover, calculated as 60 seconds divided by the measured step time, reported in 
steps per minute [steps/min]. 

Step Time Time elapsed between heel-strike of the contralateral foot and the successive heel-strike of 
the ipsilateral foot, reported in seconds [s]. 

Stance Time Time elapsed between heel-strike of the ipsilateral foot and the successive toe-off of the 
same foot, reported in seconds [s]. 

Swing Time Time elapsed between toe-off of the ipsilateral foot and the successive heel-strike of the 
same foot, reported in seconds [s]. 

Double-Limb 
Support Time 

Time elapsed while both feet are in contact with the ground and taken as the sum of the two 
instances of double-limb support during one gait cycle, reported in seconds [s]. 

Step Length 
Distance from the proximal end position contralateral foot at the previous contralateral heel-
strike to the proximal end position of the ipsilateral foot at the ipsilateral heel-strike taken in 
the direction of progression, reported in centimeters [cm]. 

Stride Length 
Distance from the proximal end position of the ipsilateral foot at ipsilateral heel-strike to the 
proximal end position of the ipsilateral foot at the successive ipsilateral heel-strike taken in 
the direction of progression, reported in centimeters [cm]. 

Stride Width 
Perpendicular distance between the proximal end position of the contralateral foot at 
contralateral heel-strike to the vector between positions of the proximal end of the ipsilateral 
foot at successive ipsilateral heel-strikes, reported in centimeters [cm]. 

2.2.6 Statistical Analysis 

Means and standard deviations for each gait parameter were calculated for each subject and across all 

subjects. Bland-Altman methods were used to compare the measurements taken by both systems on each 

subject by plotting the difference between the two measurements made on each subject against the average 

of the two measurements, providing insight into the bias and variability in the differences between the 

systems [120]. Limits of agreement (LoA) were included to show the range of differences between 

measurements that could be expected from the two systems, and 95% confidence intervals were used to 

show the possible range over which the LoA could have been found [121]. Pearson’s correlation coefficient 
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(r) was calculated to assess the correlation between the markerless and marker-based systems and paired-

samples t-tests were used to detect significant differences between the sample means. Intraclass correlation 

coefficients (ICC) of the form (C-1) and (A-1) were calculated to assess consistency between measurement 

systems and agreement within subjects, respectively [122]. 

2.3 Results 

The independent kinematic gait events determined from the marker-based and markerless models were 

found to have high agreement across all subjects, with greater than 80% of all events detected within two 

frames of each other (time difference <0.024 seconds) and only 3% of events detected more than four 

frames apart (0.047 seconds). The distributions of the differences between the gait events obtained from 

the marker-based and markerless models are shown in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1: Relative frequency distributions of the difference between independent kinematic gait 

events detected based on the marker-based and markerless models. Difference is calculated as 

(marker-based event frame number) - (markerless event frame number). 

Means and standard deviations across all 30 subjects for the nine spatiotemporal gait parameters included 

were found to be nearly identical when measured by the marker-based and markerless motion capture 

systems (Table 2.2, Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3, Figure 2.4, Figure 2.5, Appendix C: Chapter 2 Supplementary 

Data). Mean gait speed was 1.41 m/s for both the marker-based and markerless systems, compared to 1.40 

m/s calculated using the actual treadmill belt speed. The sample means measured by both systems were 

identical for gait speed, cadence, step time, stance time, swing time, stride length, and stride width, and 

varied minimally for mean double-limb support time and step length (Table 2.2). Violin and Bland-Altman 

plots for gait speed, cadence, step length, and step time are included as examples in Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3, 

Figure 2.4, Figure 2.5; the remaining gait parameter figures are included in Appendix C: Chapter 2 

Supplementary Data. 
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Minimal detectable change (MDC) thresholds for each of the nine parameters for healthy adult gait were 

included in the Bland-Altman plots to provide context for the differences between the measurement 

systems. Differences between gait parameter measurements made by the marker-based and markerless 

motion capture systems were within MDC values for all parameters except double limb support time, as 

shown in the Bland-Altman plots (Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3, Figure 2.4, Figure 2.5, Appendix C: Chapter 2 

Supplementary Data). No relationships between the level of difference and the average measurement were 

visually observed, indicating there is no proportionality bias between the two systems. The biases between 

system measurements were trivial for all gait parameters, with two parameters demonstrating no bias, and 

the 95% limits of agreement were generally distributed equally on either side of the bias. The 95% 

confidence intervals on the limits of agreement were within MDC values of 0.12 m/s for gait speed [123], 

8.12 steps/min for cadence [124], 6.0 cm for step length [123], 0.05 seconds for step time [123], 8.0 cm for 

stride length [123], and 2.0 cm for stride width, indicating that it is highly unlikely that the limits of 

agreement would be found beyond the MDC values. The confidence intervals on the limits of agreement 

for swing time and stride width extended beyond the MDC values of 0.03s [124] and 2.0 cm [123] for those 

measures, respectively, indicating there is a possibility that those limits of agreement could have been found 

slightly outside the MDC range. The limits of agreement and some subjects’ data points for double limb 

support time were found to be outside the MDC threshold of 0.02 s [123], indicating that the agreement 

between systems may not be sufficient for detecting minimal changes in this measure. 
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Figure 2.2: A) Violin and B) Bland-Altman plots comparing the gait speed measurements from 

marker-based and markerless motion capture. A) Violin plots show the distribution of the marker-

based and markerless gait speed measurements for all thirty subjects. B) Bland-Altman plots show 

the difference between the marker-based and markerless measurements against the average of the 

marker-based and markerless measurements. MDC values used are from [123]. 

 

 

Figure 2.3: A) Violin and B) Bland-Altman plots comparing the cadence measurements from 

marker-based and markerless motion capture. A) Violin plots show the distribution of the marker-

based and markerless cadence measurements for all thirty subjects. B) Bland-Altman plots show 

the difference between the marker-based and markerless measurements against the average of the 

marker-based and markerless measurements. MDC values used are from [124]. 
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Figure 2.4: A) Violin and B) Bland-Altman plots comparing the step length measurements from 

marker-based and markerless motion capture. A) Violin plots show the distribution of the marker-

based and markerless step length measurements for all thirty subjects. B) Bland-Altman plots show 

the difference between the marker-based and markerless measurements against the average of the 

marker-based and markerless measurements. MDC values used are from [123]. 

 

Figure 2.5: A) Violin and B) Bland-Altman plots comparing the step time measurements from 

marker-based and markerless motion capture. A) Violin plots show the distribution of the marker-

based and markerless step length measurements for all thirty subjects. B) Bland-Altman plots show 

the difference between the marker-based and markerless measurements against the average of the 

marker-based and markerless measurements. MDC values used are from [123]. 

The sample distributions from the marker-based and markerless motion capture systems shown in the violin 

plots were nearly indistinguishable for all included parameters (Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3, Figure 2.4, Figure 
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2.5, Appendix C: Chapter 2 Supplementary Data). The Pearson correlation coefficients indicated perfect 

correlation between the marker-based and markerless motion capture systems’ measurements of gait speed, 

cadence, step time, step length, and stride length (Table 2.2). Stance time and stride length also 

demonstrated very high correlation between systems, while swing time and double-limb support time had 

the lowest correlation coefficients of 0.88 and 0.87, still indicating excellent agreement (ICC > 0.75) 

between the markerless and marker-based systems for all gait parameters (Table 2.2)[125]. No significant 

differences between the marker-based and markerless measurements of gait speed, cadence, step time, step 

length, stride length, and stride width were found based on paired-samples t-tests (Table 2.2). 

Table 2.2: Comparison of spatiotemporal gait parameter measurements obtained from the marker-

based and markerless motion capture systems. Includes means, standard deviations, Bland-Altman 

biases and limits of agreement, paired samples t-test p-values, Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r), 

and intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) for consistency and agreement between systems. 

Gait 
Parameter 

Marker-
Based 

Mean (SD) 

Markerless 
Mean (SD) 

B-A Bias 
(95% LoA) 

P-
value 

r Consistency 
ICC 
(C-1) 

Agreement 
ICC 

 (A-1) 
Gait Speed 

[m/s] 
1.41 

(0.19) 
1.41 

(0.19) 
0.00 

(-0.002, 0.002) 0.52 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Cadence 
[steps/minute] 

112.6 
(4.1) 

112.6 
(5.0) 

0.05 
(-0.63, 0.73) 0.44 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Step Time [s] 0.54 
(0.02) 

0.54 
(0.02) 

0.00 
(-0.002, 0.003) 0.28 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Stance Time [s] 0.70 
(0.02) 

0.70 
(0.03) 

-0.005 
(-0.02, 0.01) 0.001 0.98 0.98 0.98 

Swing Time [s] 0.37 
(0.02) 

0.37 
(0.02) 

0.006 
(-0.01, 0.02) 0.001 0.88 0.88 0.84 

Double-Limb 
Support Time 

[s] 

0.33 
(0.04) 

0.32 
(0.04) 

-0.01 
(-0.05, 0.02) 0.003 0.87 0.87 0.84 

Step Length 
[cm] 

75.0 
(3.1) 

75.1 
(3.6) 

0.033 
(-0.38, 0.45) 0.40 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Stride Length 
[cm] 

150.1 
(3.6) 

150.1 
(3.8) 

0.02 
(-0.75, 0.79) 0.77 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Stride Width 
[cm] 

14.1 
(1.4) 

14.1 
(1.5) 

0.2 
(-1.2, 1.2) 0.86 0.96 0.96 0.96 
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2.4 Discussion 

Spatiotemporal parameters are simple measures that effectively characterize gait patterns, allowing overall 

health status to be monitored and clinically meaningful changes to be detected [6], [102]. For this reason, 

researchers and clinicians have sought to incorporate them into clinical practice. The aim of this work was 

to determine if spatiotemporal gait parameters for healthy gait measured using a markerless motion capture 

system were equivalent to those from the current gold standard marker-based motion capture system. If 

demonstrated with healthy gait and subsequently with impaired gait, this system could increase the clinical 

use and impact of spatiotemporal gait measurements by allowing these data to be collected without the 

placement of markers or sensors, and in more environments. The findings presented here showed that 

spatiotemporal gait parameters from both systems demonstrated excellent agreement for healthy gait.  

Marker-based motion capture is a widely accepted technology that can accurately measure spatiotemporal 

gait parameters; however, these systems are expensive, require dedicated laboratory space and experienced 

operators, and are time intensive to use. Currently, there are a wide variety of alternative technologies also 

suitable for clinical applications that have demonstrated the ability to accurately and reliably measure 

spatiotemporal gait parameters [12], [15], [17], [126]. Of the alternative technologies, pressure-sensitive 

walkways have had perhaps the greatest success in translation to clinical use due to their simplicity, ease 

of use, and low cost. Despite the many benefits of these systems, they are limited to being used in straight, 

over-ground walking scenarios with their smooth, padded surface as the walking surface. These 

characteristics of the data collection conditions differ significantly from real-world walking, the majority 

of which is performed on inconsistent, rough surfaces with obstacles and turns to negotiate. Depth sensor-

based technologies such as the Microsoft KinectTM present another solution to collecting spatiotemporal 

gait data in clinical settings, and their validity has been demonstrated for several scenarios including over-

ground walking [127], treadmill walking [65], and stair ambulation [67]. However, depth sensors have a 

relatively short range of 3.5m and their ability to handle occlusions is limited, reducing the environments 

in which they can be used [13], [73]. 
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Automated video-based markerless motion capture technology represents a simple and relatively 

inexpensive technology that has a high potential for gait analysis given its lack of requirements of the 

walking surface, environment, or path. Previous work has been done towards using markerless motion 

capture technology for gait analysis [13], [85], [86], [128], but this work is the first to validate 

spatiotemporal gait parameter measurements from a video-based markerless motion capture system against 

those from a current gold standard measurement system for treadmill walking. The Theia3D markerless 

motion capture system does not require a specialized camera or walkway system and is not limited by the 

collection environment or walking surface, reducing some of the restrictions associated with collecting 

spatiotemporal gait data.  

We found that the two methods were indistinguishable for a variety of spatiotemporal gait parameters 

between the Theia3D markerless motion capture software and the marker-based motion capture system, 

using kinematically-defined gait events. The parameters with the lowest agreement and correlation were 

time-based measures whose differences were on scales similar to the duration of one camera frame (0.012 

seconds). Considering the use of imperfect kinematic-based gait event detection methods that allowed 

independent events to be used for the two systems, the scale of the differences and the parameters in which 

they were observed are unsurprising. Any timing differences in the detection of gait events would affect 

the measurement of spatiotemporal gait parameters and increase the differences in measurements between 

the two systems, particularly for time-based parameters. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the differences 

between the markerless and marker-based temporal gait parameters would decrease when paired with force-

detected gait events. However, this work has demonstrated that spatiotemporal gait parameters measured 

using markerless and marker-based motion capture paired with kinematic-based gait events have very high 

agreement. 

Despite the high level of agreement between spatiotemporal gait parameters measured using the marker-

based and markerless motion capture systems, there are limitations to the present findings. The sample was 

composed of healthy, active, young individuals which is not representative of the typically older, injured, 
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or pathological population for which gait analysis is often used. In addition, the data collection was 

performed with participants walking on a treadmill which has been shown to reduce movement pattern 

variability; however, mean gait parameters such as those measured here are not affected [117]. Furthermore, 

since the markerless motion capture system is a purely image-based approach, its measurement of walking 

patterns is theoretically independent of the subject’s health status and appearance, the collection 

environment, and whether they are walking over-ground or on a treadmill. However, the lack of sensitivity 

of the markerless system to these changes has yet to be confirmed. The video images collected and used by 

the markerless motion capture system in this study likely capture visual factors that are unfamiliar to the 

trained neural networks, including the laboratory background, the subject’s minimal clothing, and the 

presence of skin-mounted markers. The makeup of the people contained within the training data used by 

the neural networks has not been fully documented and could contain biases with respect to their 

appearance, which could cause biases in the person identification and landmark position estimation 

algorithms. Subsequent work will investigate these factors and test the ability of markerless motion capture 

to measure spatiotemporal gait parameters in wider applications. Finally, the capture volume used in this 

study was relatively small and used eight video cameras, so the performance of this system using larger 

capture volumes remains to be tested. 

Based on the results presented here, the Theia3D markerless motion capture system is capable of accurately 

measuring spatiotemporal gait parameters of healthy adults during treadmill walking. This initial 

demonstration of its accuracy should prompt further investigation of this system’s capability in measuring 

spatiotemporal gait parameters in impaired gait. 
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Chapter 3: Comparison of gait kinematic measurements from Theia3D 

markerless motion capture and marker-based motion capture 

3.1 Introduction 

Kinematic analysis is an important tool for improving our understanding of human movement for a variety 

of applications, including human performance [129], injury prevention [23], etiology of musculoskeletal 

diseases [21], orthopaedic design [130], and rehabilitation [131]. Marker-based optical motion capture is a 

widely accepted technique for performing kinematic analyses of human motion; however, there are several 

inherent issues that limit the use and impact of marker-based motion capture technology. Firstly, collections 

are constrained to indoor environments due to the high level of ambient infrared light encountered outdoors, 

which affects the cameras’ ability to detect markers. Marker-based motion capture is also time- and 

expertise-intensive, requiring highly trained and experienced operators to accurately place markers on 

subjects’ anatomical landmarks, a process which typically requires 20-30 minutes, and which limits the 

ability to collect large datasets for epidemiological studies. There are also well-documented issues with the 

reliability of marker-based motion capture data due to inconsistent placement of anatomical markers 

between operators and collection sessions [39]. These issues persist even when data is collected following 

the same protocol and in the same laboratory [41]. In addition, various environmental factors may reduce 

the fidelity of the data; for example, it has been shown that self-selected walking speed increases when 

participants are aware that they are being recorded, as is the case during typical motion analyses [57]. Such 

findings support the possibility that other factors such as the unfamiliar laboratory environment, the 

physical and social discomfort associated with wearing motion capture clothing and markers, and the 

request to perform tasks on-demand could alter the movement patterns of individuals during data 

collections. Finally, tracking the movement of markers which are affixed to the skin results in measurements 

that capture the motion of soft tissue relative to the underlying bones. This soft tissue artefact introduces 
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variable levels of error, limiting the reliability of some biomechanical measures and their translation to 

useful clinical measures [45]. 

Markerless motion capture technology has the potential to reduce or eliminate some of the issues with 

marker-based motion capture, which could improve the reliability of kinematic analyses, allow large 

epidemiological or longitudinal studies to be performed, and provide opportunities to collect human 

movements in more natural environments. Feature recognition is one technique for markerless motion 

capture that uses machine learning algorithms to identify features of human bodies from video images, and 

has been employed to some success in estimating 2D human pose during dynamic motor tasks from videos 

[90], [91], [93], [94], [114], [132]. Theia3D is a software that uses feature recognition performed by deep 

neural networks to estimate three-dimensional (3D) human pose from an array of 2D videos for 

biomechanics research and clinical applications. However, the kinematic measurements from this 

markerless motion capture software have not yet been validated against those from a current field-accepted 

motion capture system. Thus, the aim of this study was to assess the ability of Theia3D to measure full-

body 3D kinematics during gait and compare them to measurements from an accepted marker-based optical 

motion capture system. 

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Theia3D Markerless Motion Capture 

Theia3D is a deep neural-network algorithm-based markerless motion capture system developed by Theia 

Markerless Inc. (Kingston, ON). A high-level description of the operation of this software is provided in 

2.2.1 Theia3D Markerless Motion Capture. 

3.2.2 Participants 

Thirty healthy, recreationally active individuals (15 male/15 female, mean (SD) age: 23.0 (3.5) years, 

height: 1.76 (0.09) m, mass: 69.2 (11.4) kg) were convenience-recruited to participate in this study at the 

Human Mobility Research Laboratory in Kingston, Ontario. Participants gave written informed consent 
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and this study was approved by the institutional ethics review board (Appendix A: Research Ethics Board 

Approval). Exclusion criteria included having suffered any lower limb injuries in the previous nine months, 

having any neuromuscular, musculoskeletal or metabolic impairments that could prevent their performance 

of walking, running, or jumping tasks, or currently taking medication for any neurological, cardiovascular, 

or metabolic disorders. 

3.2.3 Experimental Setup and Procedure 

Data collections were scheduled for two-hour blocks to provide adequate time for system setup, marker 

placement, data collection, and clean-up, with the marker placement process typically taking 20-30 minutes. 

Participants wore minimal, tightly fitting, brightly coloured clothing and their personal running shoes, and 

retroreflective markers were affixed bilaterally on the first, fifth, and between the second and third 

metatarsal heads, on the calcaneus, medial and lateral malleoli, tibial tuberosity, fibular head, medial and 

lateral femoral epicondyles, anterior superior and posterior superior iliac spines, lateral iliac crest, 

suprasternal notch, C7 vertebrae, superior acromion, lateral humeral head, medial and lateral humeral 

epicondyles, radial and ulnar styloid processes, and the third metacarpus. Rigid clusters of retroreflective 

markers were affixed to the shanks and thighs, and a headband with a central anterior marker, two lateral 

anterior markers, and two lateral posterior markers was worn by subjects (Appendix B: Marker Set). 

Two camera systems, consisting of seven Qualisys 3+ (Qualisys AB, Gothenburg, Sweden) marker-based 

motion capture cameras and eight Qualisys Miqus video cameras were connected to a single instance of 

Qualisys Track Manager to ensure their synchronization and allow them to be simultaneously calibrated, 

resulting in a single shared global reference frame. Both systems’ capture rates were set to 85 Hz. 

Starting at an initial speed of 1.2 m/s, participants walked on the treadmill and operators asked them for 

feedback (i.e. faster? slower?) to adjust the speed until it was similar to their preferred walking speed. 

Participants were allowed to acclimatize to the treadmill for two minutes before ten consecutive trials of 

four seconds were collected simultaneously using both camera systems. Although this acclimatization 

period is shorter than recommended for treadmill gait studies [118], it was not necessary to achieve steady-
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state gait due to the focus of this study being a head-to-head comparison of kinematic measures recorded 

simultaneously. 

3.2.4 Data Analysis 

Marker trajectories for marker-based motion capture were tracked in Qualisys Track Manager and video 

data for markerless motion capture were processed in Theia3D and data from both programs were exported 

for further analysis in Visual3D (C-Motion Inc., Germantown, MD) motion analysis software. 

Two skeletal models were defined in Visual3D that independently tracked the marker trajectory and pose 

matrix signals from the marker-based and markerless motion capture systems, respectively. The skeletal 

models were both constrained to have three degrees of freedom (DOF) at the ankle, two DOF at the knee 

(flex/extension, ab/adduction), three DOF at the hip, three DOF at the shoulder, two DOF at the elbow 

(flex/extension, int/external rotation), and two DOF at the wrist (flex/extension, radial/ulnar deviation). 

These concurrent skeletal models were created for each participant and used to obtain kinematic 

measurements including joint positions, joint angles, and global segment angles throughout all of their 

walking trials. Force-based heel-strike and toe-off gait events were determined using the built-in automatic 

event detection algorithm in Visual3D and were used to time-normalize the kinematic measures over the 

gait cycle. These measures were computed in Visual3D and exported for further analysis in MATLAB (The 

MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA). 

The marker-based and markerless motion capture systems were compared on the basis of their joint position 

estimates, lower limb global segment angles, and lower limb joint angles. Joint position estimate differences 

for upper and lower joints were measured along the global coordinate system axes and as Euclidean 

distances to show the directions in which differences tend to occur and the magnitude of the differences. 

The root mean square of the Euclidean distances between joints was calculated throughout the gait cycle 

for each subject, and the average was taken across all subjects. Lower limb global segment angles and joint 

angles were calculated for each subject using both systems, and the systems were compared using the 

difference between systems and the average RMS difference between systems, across all subjects. The 
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differences in measured joint angles between systems were compared to published minimal detectable 

change (MDC) values. 

3.3 Results 

Examples of the concurrent (marker-based and markerless) skeletal models with the global coordinate 

system and of the markerless skeletal model overlaid on original video data are shown in Figure 3.1. The 

concurrent models show significant overlap, indicating the similarity in their measurement of the subject’s 

movement. The model overlaid on the original video data shows the pose determined using the markerless 

system is credible compared to the actual pose of the subject’s body. 
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Figure 3.1: Examples of A) the concurrent skeletal models and B) the markerless skeletal model 

overlaid on original video data, including the global reference frame. The markerless skeletal 

models is shown in A) coloured red and in B) coloured blue. The global coordinate system is fixed in 

the treadmill, with the x-axis (medial/lateral, M/L) pointing laterally, the y-axis (anterior/posterior, 

A/P) pointing in the direction of progression, and the z-axis (superior/inferior, S/I) pointing 

vertically. 

3.3.1 Joint Position Estimates 

The 3D joint position estimates from the markerless and marker-based motion capture methods were found 

to be very similar across all subjects during walking. The joint position differences demonstrated some 

dependence on gait cycle phase, with this dependence being greater for the lower limb joints (Figure 3.2 & 

Figure 3.3). Relative to the marker-based joint, the markerless ankle joint was lateral and inferior 

throughout the entire gait cycle, and anterior during the swing phase (60-100% gait cycle) when the inferior 
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difference decreased. Expressed as a Euclidean distance, the ankle joint position estimates were closest 

during heel-strike (~0% gait cycle) and toe-off (~60% gait cycle), and an average RMS distance of 1.6 cm 

was found between the systems. The two estimates of the knee joint positions were generally equal along 

the medial/lateral direction, while the markerless knee was posterior (relative to the marker-based) during 

stance (0-60% gait cycle) and late swing (80-100% gait cycle) and superior during late swing. These 

position differences and their variations contribute to a Euclidean distance that is cyclic about its mean 

RMS value of 1.4 cm. Relative to the marker-based joint, the markerless hip was generally medial during 

stance, lateral during swing, and anterior and superior during early stance (0-20% gait cycle) and throughout 

swing. The Euclidean distance between the markerless and marker-based hip joints was relatively constant 

with a slight increase during mid-swing (60-80% gait cycle) phase, with a mean RMS of 1.6 cm. Overall, 

the marker-based and markerless lower limb joint position estimates were approximately 1.5 cm apart 

throughout the gait cycle across all thirty subjects. 
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Figure 3.2: Mean +/- SD lower limb joint position differences between both motion capture systems 

across the gait cycle for all thirty subjects. Differences were calculated as [markerless position] - 

[marker-based position] and are expressed as components along each of the global coordinate 

system axes (row 1: medial/lateral direction; row 2: anterior/posterior direction; row 3: 

superior/inferior direction) and as 3D Euclidean distances (row 4). Axis labels (e.g. Lateral) 

indicate the position of the markerless joint relative to the marker-based joint. Root-mean-square 

(RMS) values are inset in the 3D Euclidean distance plots. 
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The upper limb joint position estimates were less dependent on gait cycle phase than the lower limb joints, 

with more constant differences throughout the gait cycle (Figure 3.3). The markerless shoulder was 

generally posterior and superior of the marker-based shoulder joint and had the greatest variability in 

position differences across all joints. The average RMS of the Euclidean distance between shoulder joints 

was 1.9 cm. The markerless elbow position estimates were anterior and slightly superior to the marker-

based elbow, and the Euclidean distance decreased during late stance through to mid-swing phase with an 

average RMS of 1.7 cm. The wrist position estimates demonstrated the greatest similarity and fewest 

fluctuations in position differences of all joints, with only slight differences in the medial and inferior 

directions. The Euclidean distance between the markerless and marker-based wrists had an average RMS 

of 1.0 cm. Overall, the marker-based and markerless upper limb joint position estimates tended to be less 

than 2 cm apart throughout the gait cycle across all thirty subjects. 
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Figure 3.3: Mean +/- SD upper limb joint position differences between both motion capture systems 

across the gait cycle for all thirty subjects. Differences were calculated as [markerless position] - 

[marker-based position] and are expressed as components along each of the global coordinate 

system axes (row 1: medial/lateral direction; row 2: anterior/posterior direction; row 3: 

superior/inferior direction) and as 3D Euclidean distances (row 4). Axis labels (e.g. Lateral) 

indicate the position of the markerless joint relative to the marker-based joint. Root-mean-square 

(RMS) values are inset in the 3D Euclidean distance plots. 
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3.3.2 Lower Limb Global Segment Angles 

The lower limb global segment angles measured using both motion capture systems for all thirty subjects 

and the average difference between systems are shown in Figure 3.4. The angles about the global axis 

oriented in the medial/lateral direction (Figure 3.4, column 1) show that the pose of the thigh, shank, and 

foot segments in the sagittal plane were very similar, with relatively constant average root mean square 

differences (RMSD) across all thirty subjects being less than 3°. A similar result was observed for the pose 

of lower limb segments about the global axis oriented in the anterior/posterior direction (Figure 3.4, column 

2). These angles showed minimal differences between the systems for the shank and thigh poses in this 

plane with average RMSDs of approximately 1°, and slightly greater differences for the foot pose with an 

average RMSD of 2.7°. The segment angles about the global axis oriented in the superior/inferior direction 

show markedly worse agreement between systems for the thigh and shank segments, which had RMSDs of 

approximately 10°, while the foot segment showed the closest agreement and the lowest RMSD across all 

of the segment angles of 0.8°. The thigh and shank segment angles and their differences about the global 

superior/inferior axis indicate that both markerless leg segments underwent an external rotation relative to 

those marker-based segments from mid-stance to toe-off (20-60% gait cycle). Collectively, these results 

show that the lower limb segment pose estimation between the marker-based and markerless motion capture 

systems are very similar in the frontal and sagittal global planes, while the segment angles in the transverse 

global plane had relatively low agreement for the thigh and shank segments but very close agreement for 

the foot segment. 
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Figure 3.4: Lower limb global segment angles for all thirty subjects from the markerless and 

marker-based motion capture systems, stacked above the average difference between systems. 

Markerless angles are shown in blue, marker-based angles are shown in red, and the difference was 

calculated as (markerless – marker-based). Segment angles are measured about the global 

coordinate system axes, which point in the medial/lateral (M/L, column 1), anterior/posterior (A/P, 

column 2), and superior/inferior (S/I, column 3) directions. Average RMS differences are inset in 

each segment angle difference plot. 
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3.3.3 Lower Limb Joint Angles 

The lower limb joint angles for all thirty subjects, measured using both motion capture systems are shown 

in Figure 3.5. Since these joint angles are obtained using the 3D pose estimates (i.e. the poses expressed by 

global segment angles) of adjacent body segments from each system, they are affected by the combined 

differences of both segments between systems.  
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Figure 3.5: Lower limb joint angles for all thirty subjects from the markerless and marker-based 

motion capture systems, stacked above the average difference between systems. Markerless angles 

are shown in blue, marker-based angles are shown in red, and the difference was calculated as 

(markerless – marker-based). Average RMS differences are inset in each joint angle difference plot. 

The sagittal plane angles for all three joints (Figure 3.5, column 1) are measured similarly by the markerless 

and marker-based systems, with RMSD values of less than 4°. The markerless sagittal plane angles measure 
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slightly greater ankle plantarflexion and lower knee flexion than the marker-based system, with these 

differences being greatest at peak plantarflexion (~65% gait cycle) and peak knee flexion (~75% gait cycle), 

respectively. The frontal plane angles (Figure 3.5, column 2) showed reasonable agreement for the hip and 

knee joints, which had RMSD values of 4.0° and 3.8°. The hip ab/adduction angles had the greatest 

differences during mid-stance to toe-off (20-60% gait cycle), while the knee ab/adduction angles had the 

greatest differences during early to mid-swing phase (60-90% gait cycle) where the range of angles 

measured by the marker-based system was larger. The frontal plane ankle angles (Figure 3.5, column 3) 

measured by the marker-based system covered a greater range of values and showed different patterns 

compared to those from the markerless system, with an RMSD value between systems of 5.6°. The 

transverse plane angles for the hip and ankle had the lowest agreement between the markerless and marker-

based motion capture systems, both of which had RMSD values of 9.0°.  

The measured RMS differences between the lower limb joint angles measured using the markerless and 

marker-based motion capture systems are shown alongside MDC values for the peaks of the same angles 

from previous literature in Table 3.1 [123]. The measured RMSD between motion capture systems was 

lower than the MDC for all angles except peak knee flexion, peak ankle internal rotation, and peak ankle 

external rotation, which were greater by 0.1°, 2.8°, and 3.1°, respectively. 
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Table 3.1: Mean RMS difference between markerless and marker-based motion capture lower limb 

joint angles throughout the gait cycle across thirty subjects, compared to MDC values for the peaks 

of the same angles from the literature [123]. 

Joint Angle Measure 

 

Peak Flexion Peak Extension Peak 
Abduction 

Peak 
Adduction 

Peak Internal 
Rotation 

Peak External 
Rotation 

MDC Our 
RMSD MDC Our 

RMSD MDC Our 
RMSD MDC Our 

RMSD MDC Our 
RMSD MDC Our 

RMSD 

Hip 8.6° 3.4° 8.0° 3.4° 4.6° 4.0° 5.5° 4.0° 14.9° 9.0° 16.3° 9.0° 

Knee 3.8° 3.9° 5.1° 3.9° 9.5° 3.8° 7.9° 3.8° - - - - 

Ankle 3.9° 3.6° 4.3° 3.6° 10.8° 5.6° 8.3° 5.6° 6.2° 9.0° 5.9° 9.0° 

 

3.4 Discussion 

This study compared the kinematics of human gait measured by a marker-based optical motion capture 

system and a markerless video-based motion capture system, finding comparable results between the two 

systems. Across all thirty subjects, we found that the joint position estimates of both the markerless and 

marker-based motion capture systems differed by less than 2 cm for all joints. Global segment angles 

demonstrated the similarity of 3D body segment pose estimates between systems and had RMSD values of 

less than 3° for all angles except the thigh and shank about the global vertical axis, which had RMSD values 

of roughly 10°. Lower limb joint angles were similar between systems in the sagittal and frontal planes, 

with RMSD values of less than 4° in the sagittal plane for all joints and in the frontal plane for the hip and 

knee, while the ankle frontal plane angles had an RMSD of 5.6°. Transverse plane ankle and hip angles had 

RMSD values of 9.0°, which were caused by the differences in these segments’ poses about the global 

vertical axis. The measured RMSD values were lower than previously reported MDC values for all lower 

limb joint angles except peak knee flexion, peak ankle internal rotation, and peak ankle external rotation.  
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There are several sources of error for both the marker-based and markerless motion capture systems that 

represent different types of error and may affect the estimation of joint positions, global segment angles, 

and joint angles. 

Sources of error for the kinematic measurements from the marker-based system are likely to include marker 

placement variability, soft tissue artefact, and the predictive regression equations used to estimate joint 

centers. Inconsistent marker placement has been shown to be a significant source of error in kinematic gait 

analysis, contributing up to 5° of error in lower limb joint angles due to the procedure being performed by 

different operators and following different protocols [40], [133]. It has also been shown that skin-mounted 

markers translate up to 2.3 cm and rotate up to 8° relative to the underlying bone, introducing unpredictable, 

subject-specific, and task-specific errors of up to 3° in knee joint angles [50]. In addition, due to individual 

variation in anatomy, predictive joint position equations are not always accurate and can contribute up to 

3° of error in lower limb joint kinematics [134]. For example, the Harrington equations which have been 

shown to produce the most accurate hip joint center estimations have an average error of 1.4 to 1.7 cm, but 

have also been measured up to 2.5 cm [135], [136]. The accumulation of these errors is reflected in the 

MDC values for lower limb joint kinematics that have been reported in previous literature and are shown 

alongside the measured RMSD values in Table 3.1 [123]. 

Sources of error for the kinematic measurements from the markerless system have not yet been studied in 

depth, but they may include sensitivities to various subject characteristics and collection environment 

factors. These factors could include subject age, ethnicity, health status, and clothing, as well as collection 

environment conditions such as being indoors, using a treadmill, the homogeneity of the video image 

background, subject occlusions, video quality and framerate, and image lighting. The video images 

collected and used by the markerless motion capture system in this study likely capture visual factors that 

are unfamiliar to the trained neural networks, including the laboratory background, the subject’s minimal 

clothing, and the presence of skin-mounted markers. The training images used in the development of the 

markerless motion capture system have not been fully documented with respect to the characteristics of the 
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people that are contained in the images, which may introduce bias in these processes. However, since the 

markerless system requires minimal operator input any sources of kinematic measurement error are 

systematic rather than methodological. This implies that with the detection of any measurement errors or 

biases, the algorithms employed in the markerless motion capture software and the training of the neural 

networks can be tweaked or corrected, and video data can be reprocessed to reduce or eliminate those errors. 

When interpreting the differences found in this work it is important to consider the contributions of potential 

sources of error from both motion capture systems and the potential that they are measuring slightly 

different constructs. These considerations provide a clearer context for interpreting the findings. 

It was found that the lower limb joint position differences were more sensitive to gait cycle phase compared 

to the upper limb joints, which had relatively consistent differences across the gait cycle. This could be the 

result of several factors, including: the lower limbs having more soft tissue, which would reduce marker 

placement accuracy and increase marker artefact; the greater accelerations experienced by the lower limbs 

due to their contact with the ground; less accurate markerless tracking due to occlusion by the treadmill 

safety bar; and blurrier images due to the higher speeds at which the lower limbs travel during walking. It 

was also found that the lower limb joint position differences decreased at heel-strike and toe-off. The closer 

agreement during those gait events could be due to the lower limb joints having their slowest speeds at 

those times in the gait cycle, resulting in sharper video images. This reasoning is also supported by the 

ankle having larger differences than the knee during swing phase due to it being more distal and having a 

higher average speed than the knee during that phase of the gait cycle. It is also important to consider that 

the specific point within the joint that is intended to represent the ‘joint center’ may vary between the 

markerless and marker-based motion capture systems. That is, the joint center position estimates may be 

estimates of slightly different anatomical joint centers. In this case, the distance between corresponding 

joints could be interpreted as a measurement error while in fact it represents the systems’ estimates of two 

slightly different anatomical positions. 
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The global segment angles from both systems were very close for all three lower limb segments and about 

all three global axes, except for the thigh and shank segments about the vertical axis. The close agreement 

between systems for most segment angles indicates that both systems provide similar whole lower body 

pose estimates. The differences in the segment angles about the vertical axis likely arise from the markerless 

motion capture system, which cannot fully determine the longitudinal rotation of the leg segments due to 

an insufficient number of landmarks on these segments. However, this is not an issue with markerless 

motion capture as a human movement measurement modality but is rather a result of the time required to 

annotate and train the neural networks on new anatomical landmarks. Theia Markerless Inc. is actively 

training the feature identification neural networks on new anatomical landmarks to ensure the pose of all 

body segments are mathematically observable based on the detected landmarks, and to provide more robust 

pose estimates. 

The joint angles measured by the marker-based and markerless motion capture systems were found to be 

very similar in the sagittal plane, somewhat similar in the frontal plane, and have low similarity in the 

transverse plane. When reviewing the differences in joint angles reported here it is important to consider 

that these measurements require the construction of local segment coordinate systems by both the 

markerless and marker-based systems independently, and as such any joint angle differences may be the 

result of coordinate system misalignment between systems rather than inaccurate tracking of segment 

orientation. The frontal plane joint angles, which have smaller ranges of motion compared to the sagittal 

plane angles for all three lower limb joints, had similar or larger RMSD values and patterns that varied 

more between systems. Furthermore, the knee ab/adduction angles measured by the markerless system for 

all thirty subjects had positive-valued (adduction) peaks during swing, whereas the same angles measured 

by the marker-based system were distributed across both positive and negative values during the same 

phase. While it is not possible based on this data to determine with certainty which measurements are 

correct, it has been shown that while marker placement errors have relatively small effects on the primary 

joint angle measurement, they cause greater errors in the secondary and tertiary joint angle measurements 
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[39]. The differences in these frontal plane joint angles across all three joints demonstrate the difficulty of 

measuring off-axis angles in general, making it unclear which system provides more true measures of these 

joint movements. The transverse plane hip angles measured by the markerless system had a distinct pattern 

of external rotation during mid-stance through early swing that contrasts with the patterns measured by the 

marker-based system. This pattern of external rotation arises quite clearly from the rotation of the 

markerless thigh segment about the global vertical axis. A similar result was observed in the transverse 

plane ankle angles, which showed a distinct pattern of internal rotation during the same phase that arises 

from the rotation of the markerless shank segment about the global vertical axis. Given that the 

internal/external rotation of the knee is fixed in the model used by Theia3D, when those two segments 

undergo their external rotation in the global reference frame it results in external hip rotation and internal 

ankle rotation during that time.  

Based on the comparison of measured RMSD and previously reported MDC values in Table 3.1, the 

difference between the lower limb joint angles measured by the two motion capture systems was smaller 

than the MDC value for all angles except the peak knee flexion, peak ankle internal rotation, and peak ankle 

external rotation, which were larger by 0.1°, 2.8°, and 3.1°, respectively. Considering the magnitude of the 

sources of error in marker-based lower limb joint angle measurements and the relatively small differences 

between the RMSD and MDC values, the Theia3D markerless motion capture system has demonstrated the 

ability to provide comparable lower limb joint angles to marker-based motion capture. 

There are important limitations to the results presented here that should be considered. As previously 

mentioned, the sensitivity of the markerless motion capture system to various factors including subject 

characteristics and collection environment conditions has not yet been fully tested. The subjects in this work 

were all healthy young adults and so the results presented here may not reflect those obtained when the 

subject characteristics are different. In addition, this study had subjects walking on a treadmill, which is 

known to alter gait kinematics compared to over-ground gait [137]. While these alterations have been 

shown to be similar to the level of variability of kinematic parameters measured by marker-based motion 
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capture, this has yet to be confirmed as being the case for markerless motion capture. Furthermore, the 

treadmill on which subjects walked had a safety bar across the front which partially occluded the lower 

limbs in several camera views (Figure 3.1). Although the markerless system is capable of handling 

occlusions it is possible that this affected the joint position and segment pose estimates. Also, subjects wore 

minimal tightly fitting clothing and motion capture markers, both of which were unfamiliar to the neural 

network and may have negatively affected the markerless identification of landmarks and joints. Finally, 

the video data provided to the markerless system was recorded at 85 Hz under indoor lighting conditions, 

and its constitutive images were 2 megapixels each. Combined, these factors produce images that are 

somewhat low resolution and blurry at times, which could affect the precision of the landmark position 

estimates.  

The results presented here indicate the Theia3D markerless motion capture system can measure joint 

positions, lower limb segment orientation, and lower limb joint angles that are comparable to those from 

marker-based motion capture, with the exceptions being the orientation of the shank and thigh about the 

vertical global axis, and the transverse plane hip and ankle angles. Without the restrictions placed on human 

movement analyses by the requirements of marker-based motion capture systems, human movement data 

could be collected at a lower cost, significantly faster, and in a wider variety of environments. This could 

allow increases to our understanding of multiple facets of human movement science, including the onset, 

progression and treatment of musculoskeletal disease, and human performance. 

Future work should study the sensitivity of Theia3D markerless motion capture to the numerous factors 

that may affects its measurements, including collection environment, image lighting and background, and 

subject factors such as age, ethnicity, health status, and attire. Also, due to the ease of use of this system it 

holds potential for improving research conditions for studying pathological populations and children, and 

as such should be tested on these groups. Finally, future work should pair this markerless motion capture 

system with force plate measurements in order to compare kinetic measurements such as joint moments 
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obtained using markerless motion capture to those from marker-based motion capture, as these measures 

are also of considerable interest to the research and clinical biomechanics community. 
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Chapter 4: Inter-session repeatability of Theia3D markerless motion capture 

gait kinematics 

4.1 Introduction 

Three-dimensional (3D) human movement analysis is a widely used tool in clinical and research 

biomechanics to provide comprehensive 3D representations and quantification of individuals’ movement 

patterns, particularly gait. This tool allows comparisons to be made within and between individuals and 

groups on a singular or longitudinal basis, and can be used to assess and monitor the progression of disease 

[21], guide gait retraining programs to prevent injury or improve treatment outcomes [3], [138], [139], and 

inform clinical treatments [22], [38] and surgical decision-making [37]. The use of human movement 

analysis in longitudinal musculoskeletal health studies and in clinical and surgical decision-making places 

added importance on its reliability over repeated visits. 

Currently, the standard approach to human movement analysis is marker-based motion capture which is 

widely accepted in the field of research biomechanics. However, it has several inherent issues that affect 

its ability to collect accurate and reliable measures of gait; thus, some doubt has been cast on its role in 

clinical decision-making [36]. This technology requires markers to be placed on patients’ palpable 

anatomical landmarks, a process that requires 20-30 minutes and makes the resulting data susceptible to 

inaccurate and inconsistent marker placement [39]. The issues associated with marker placement are 

especially evident in data collected by different operators, during separate collection sessions, and between 

laboratories. The changing collection conditions lead to inconsistent error levels across gait studies, 

demonstrating that clinically acceptable errors are possible but not always achieved in gait analysis [35]. 

Standardized protocols have been shown to reduce undue variability in data collected on the same subject 

at different laboratories by different operators [40]; however, some inter-operator variability persists even 

when an identical collection protocol and the same laboratory are used [41]. In addition to the issue of 

marker placement, marker-based motion capture is susceptible to errors caused by the movement of the soft 
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tissue to which the markers are affixed relative to the underlying bones. Soft tissue artefact introduces errors 

that affect individuals’ gait data differently, making it difficult to correct for and further limits the reliability 

of biomechanical measures [45], [49]. Finally, marker-based technology requires patients to visit a 

laboratory environment where they are required to wear minimal and tightly fitting clothing before having 

markers applied to their body. In combination, the physical and social discomfort, laboratory environment 

that is unfamiliar and perhaps strange, and requests to perform natural gait on demand reduce the fidelity 

of gait data collected using marker-based motion capture and negatively affect recruitment rates. 

Markerless motion capture is a quickly evolving technology that uses alternative methods to measure 

human movement, without the use of skin-based markers. These systems often use arrays of two-

dimensional (2D) video cameras or depth sensors in combination with machine learning algorithms to 

estimate human pose during physical tasks, and have been implemented to varying levels of success [114]. 

Theia3D software is one example of a machine learning-based markerless motion capture system that uses 

2D video data from an array of standard video cameras to perform 3D pose estimation on human subjects. 

Markerless motion capture systems present several benefits over marker-based systems that could allow 

them to collect more reliable gait data in a minimally invasive manner. Since they do not rely on skin-based 

markers there is no longer a need for subjects to wear the minimal and tightly fitting clothing that is 

characteristic of marker-based motion capture, and they could instead wear their own clothing. Thus, 

subjects would be significantly more comfortable and able to walk or perform physical tasks more naturally, 

leading to more ecological data. Markerless systems also would not be limited to use in laboratory spaces, 

allowing data to be collected in real-world environments which cannot be replicated in the laboratory. 

Finally, given that markerless systems do not rely on skin-based markers, they would not be affected by the 

issues associated with those markers, including inconsistent marker placement or soft tissue artefact. This 

could allow markerless motion capture systems to record more reliable data, increasing the applicability 

and impact of gait analyses and human movement research. 
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The objective of this work was to determine the reliability, in the form of test-retest repeatability, of over-

ground gait kinematics measured using the Theia3D markerless motion capture system. The reliability of 

these measures was then compared to those in the literature for field-accepted marker-based motion capture 

systems.  We hypothesized that the markerless motion capture system would have lower variability in joint 

kinematics between repeated visits compared to marker-based systems. 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Theia3D Markerless Motion Capture 

Theia3D is a deep neural-network algorithm-based markerless motion capture system developed by Theia 

Markerless Inc. (Kingston, ON). A high-level description of the operation of this software is provided in 

2.2.1 Theia3D Markerless Motion Capture. 

4.2.2 Participants 

Seven healthy, recreationally active individuals (2 female, mean (SD) age: 25.7 (6.3), height: 172.9 (9.4) 

cm, mass: 66.6 (11.1) kg) were convenience-recruited to participate in this multi-session study at the Human 

Mobility Research Laboratory (Kingston, ON). Participants gave written informed consent and this study 

was approved by the institutional ethics review board (Appendix A: Research Ethics Board Approval). 

Exclusion criteria included having any neuromuscular or musculoskeletal impairments that could prevent 

their performance of walking. Participants were given no prior instruction for what clothing to wear and 

participated wearing the clothing in which they arrived, along with either their personal running shoes or 

were provided with a pair of running shoes. Participants returned for a total of three sessions, on average 

separated by 8.8 (2.0) days.  A composite image of the clothing worn by participants during each session is 

shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: Composite image of participants and their clothing. Three images per participant are 

shown (one per session). Participants were given no specific instructions regarding the clothing they 

should wear during the data collections. 

4.2.3 Experimental Setup and Procedure 

Eight Sony RX0 II cameras (Sony Corporation, Minato, Japan) were connected and synchronized using a 

Sony Camera Control Box and were arranged around a capture volume approximately 12 metres long by 5 

metres wide within a large indoor laboratory space. Red tape lines were placed on the ground 10 metres 

apart and were used as walkway start/finish lines. A large calibration object with known dimensions was 

placed in the centre of the capture volume and a calibration trial was recorded for later use. At every session, 

participants performed 10 over-ground walking trials between the red start/finish lines at their comfortable 
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walking speed, alternating direction for each trial, while synchronized 2D video data were collected at 60 

Hz during each trial.   

4.2.4 Data Analysis 

Video data from all trials for all sessions and all subjects were batch processed using Theia3D software to 

obtain 3D pose estimates of the subjects throughout each over-ground walking trial. The 3D pose estimates 

for each segment of the articulated multi-body model were exported as 4x4 pose matrices for each frame 

of data, for further analysis in Visual3D (C-Motion Inc., Germantown, MD). A built-in Visual3D model 

intended for use with Theia3D rotation matrix data was applied to all trials, and virtual toe and heel markers 

were added in the model. These virtual markers were used with the method described by Zeni et al. [119] 

to determine heel-strike and toe-off gait events throughout each trial. Lower limb joint angles were 

calculated and time-normalized to the gait cycle using the heel-strike and toe-off events. The time-

normalized joint angles were exported for further analysis in MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, 

MA). 

Repeatability of the lower limb joint angles measured by the markerless motion capture system during over-

ground walking was assessed using the method described by Schwartz et al. [44] by pooling trials to obtain 

within- and across-session averages for each subject, along each kinematic measure. The average difference 

between each trial from a given subject and the within- and across-session averages for that subject were 

calculated, to obtain the average inter-trial and inter-session deviations, respectively. The inter-trial 

deviations capture the stride-to-stride variability that exists within each kinematic measure due to natural, 

intrinsic subject variability and any systematic noise that may be present within each successive trial 

measurement. The inter-session deviations capture any systematic variability due to the repeated sessions 

methodology in addition to inter-trial deviations. Since these deviations are measured relative to subject 

means, inter-subject variability is removed, and the inter-trial and inter-session deviations can be pooled 

across subjects. The standard deviation of these inter-trial and inter-session deviations provides an estimate 

of the average inter-trial and inter-session errors, respectively, which can additionally be expressed as an 
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error ratio of inter-session to inter-trial error. Results were compared to similar repeatability measures for 

marker-based motion capture systems from the literature. 

4.3 Results 

Using markerless motion capture, the time required for each collection from the arrival of the subject to the 

completion of the data collection was typically between five and ten minutes. The average standard 

deviation in gait speed for all seven subjects across all three collection sessions was 0.056 m/s, indicating 

their self-selected over-ground walking speed varied little across sessions. 

Consistent joint angle patterns were found across all three sessions within each subject, as shown for one 

representative subject in Figure 4.2. Joint flexion/extension angle patterns were particularly consistent, with 

very little deviation between individual trials, the session means, and the subject’s overall pattern within 

those measures. Joint rotations about the secondary and tertiary rotation axes showed greater variability 

between each cycle as indicated by the larger standard deviation bounds; however, the mean patterns for 

these measures were still very consistent across all three sessions. 
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Figure 4.2: Lower limb joint angle patterns throughout the gait cycle, for all three sessions from 

one representative subject. Mean +/- SD for session 1 (red), session 2 (green), and session 3 (blue) 

are shown. 
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Figure 4.3: Average patterns of inter-trial errors and inter-session errors for lower limb joint 

angles of all subjects expressed as standard deviations in degrees, stacked above the ratio of inter-

session to inter-trial errors throughout the gait cycle. Inter-trial errors are shown as dashed lines, 

and inter-session errors are shown as solid lines. 

The inter-trial and inter-session error estimates were found to have very similar patterns throughout the gait 

cycle within each measure, with the inter-session errors being larger than the inter-trial errors but with little 
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difference between them (Figure 4.3). Most measures had error levels that fluctuated throughout the gait 

cycle but remained below 4°, except for hip and ankle ab/adduction and internal/external rotation. The small 

differences between the inter-session and inter-trial error levels are exhibited in the error ratio of inter-

session to inter-trial error, which is relatively constant and has an average at or below 1.1 for all measures 

(Figure 4.3). Since the inter-trial error represents the intrinsic variability of subjects’ gait patterns and any 

systematic noise that is present within and between successive trials, the error ratio is an indicator of the 

proportion of the inter-session error that is accounted for by this movement and measurement variability. 

Thus, an error ratio of 1 would indicate all inter-session variability was due to inter-trial variability and 

noise, whereas an error ratio of 1.1 indicates the repeated session methodology caused an increase in the 

error level of 10% relative to the inter-trial measurement variability.  

The average inter-trial error, inter-session error, and error ratio are summarized in Table 4.1. The inter-trial 

errors were greatest in ab/adduction and internal/external rotation angles at the ankle and hip, all of which 

were between 3.0 and 3.5 degrees. The knee ab/adduction angles had the lowest inter-trial error of 1.3 

degrees. Across all measures, the average inter-trial error was 2.6 degrees. The inter-trial errors obtained in 

this study are notably greater than those from those similar studies in the literature, most of which had 

average inter-trial errors that were less than 2 degrees. With respect to the inter-session errors, since the 

Theia3D markerless motion capture system automatically estimates human pose without the operator input 

that is required when using marker-based motion capture, the inter-session error in this study is analogous 

to the inter-operator or inter-laboratory errors reported in other marker-based motion capture reliability 

studies. The inter-session errors were similar to the inter-trial errors with the greatest errors in the 

ab/adduction and internal/external rotation angles at the ankle and hip, all of which were between 3.0 and 

3.6 degrees. The knee ab/adduction angles had the lowest inter-session error of 1.4 degrees. Across all 

measures the average inter-session error was 2.7 degrees, which represents the lowest average inter-session 

error among the studies used for comparison from the literature. The error ratios were equal to or less than 

1.1 across all joint angles, with an average error ratio if 1.06 which indicates that performing multiple 
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separate sessions increased the total variability of subjects’ joint angle patterns by 6% on average over the 

inter-trial error due to subjects’ gait variability and measurement noise. 

Table 4.1: Average inter-trial error, inter-session error, and error ratio from this study and those 

by Schwartz et al. [44], Manca et al. [140], Caravaggi et al. [141], and Kaufman et al. [142]. The 

smallest value for each measure across the five compared studies is bolded. 
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Hip Fl/Ex 2.6 1.2 1.8 - 1.1 2.7 3.5 2.6 - 3.3 1.1 3.0 1.5 - 3.0 

Hip Ab/Ad 3.0 0.6 1.7 - 0.6 3.1 2.2 2.0 - 2.8 1.0 3.8 1.1 - 4.7 

Hip Int/Ext 3.3 1.1 2.9 - 1.2 3.4 4.5 5.2 - 4.7 1.0 4.2 1.8 - 3.9 

Knee Fl/Ex 2.1 1.6 2.2 - 1.7 2.2 3.4 3.1 - 4.1 1.1 2.1 1.4 - 2.4 

Knee Ab/Ad 1.3 0.1 1.6 - 0.5 1.4 0.5 2.5 - 2.2 1.1 5.0 1.5 - 4.4 

Ankle Fl/Ex 1.9 - 2.0 1.2 1.0 2.1 2.0 3.3 2.9 2.5 1.1 - 1.7 2.5 2.5 

Ankle Ab/Ad 3.5 - 2.3 1.1 1.4 3.6 - 2.8 2.7 2.3 1.0 - 1.3 2.4 1.6 

Ankle Int/Ext 3.3 1.7 2.8 1.7 - 3.4 5.3 4.9 3.6 - 1.1 3.2 1.8 2.2 - 

Average 2.6 1.0 2.2 1.3 1.1 2.7 3.1 3.3 3.1 3.1 1.06 3.6 1.5 2.4 3.2 

*Interpreted from figure 
†Inter-Session Error 

4.4 Discussion 

Three-dimensional gait analysis has been shown to be a useful tool in biomechanics research, with many 

relevant scientific findings and demonstrated applications. However, its influence and impact have been 

severely limited by the marker-based motion capture technology that is typically used in performing human 

movement analysis. These systems require highly trained operators to affix markers to the skin of 

participants, a process which is time intensive and known to reduce the accuracy and reliability of kinematic 

gait data across operators and laboratories [39], [40]. In addition, soft tissue artefact causes skin-mounted 

markers to move relative to the underlying bones whose motion they are intended to track, introducing 
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another significant source of error [45], [46]. Finally, data collection conditions including the foreign 

laboratory environment, clothing requirements, and skin-mounted markers may influence participants’ 

natural gait. Collectively, these factors introduce undesirable variability to measured gait kinematics, 

reducing their accuracy and reliability. In a systematic review of kinematic gait measurements, McGinley 

et al. found that while clinically acceptable errors are possible to obtain in gait analysis, the variability 

between studies suggested that they are not always achieved [35]. This variability of human movement 

analysis data has caused its usefulness as a clinical tool to be questioned [36]. 

However, markerless motion capture technology such as Theia3D is not affected by sources of error that 

arise from skin-mounted markers and thus could represent an opportunity to increase the impact of gait 

analyses through more reliable measurements. The results of this study showed that the lower limb joint 

angles measured by Theia3D were consistent within individuals across multiple sessions, particularly with 

respect to sagittal plane joint angles (Figure 4.2). Higher levels of variation were observed between trials 

for the ankle and hip ab/adduction and internal/external rotation angles; however, the session mean patterns 

for these measures were found to be consistent within subjects. This finding suggests that the gait patterns 

in these planes vary between trials, but provided that a sufficient number of trials are collected, a subject’s 

average pattern in these measures can be reliably replicated between multiple sessions. 

The inter-trial errors, which represent a combination of subjects’ gait variability and measurement noise 

between trials, were generally larger in this study than those reported in other studies using marker-based 

motion capture and the methodology proposed by Schwartz et al. [44], [140], [142]. Given that our subject 

sample was made up of healthy young adults without any musculoskeletal impairments, it is likely that the 

greater inter-trial errors were a result of increased noise within and between successive measurements as 

opposed to increased subject gait variability. This increase in inter-trial noise is likely a result of the 

markerless motion capture algorithm which uses a frame-by-frame approach to track subject movement. 

While this method has benefits such as not prescribing any expected movement patterns which allows it to 

track nearly any movement, it has the downside of potentially greater noise in movement measurements. 
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The inter-session errors measured here, which are analogous to inter-operator or inter-laboratory errors 

measured in other studies, were the smallest or within 0.1 degrees of the smallest values among previously 

reported values for five out of eight joint angles: ankle flexion/extension, ankle internal/external rotation, 

knee flexion/extension, hip flexion/extension, and hip internal/external rotation [44], [140]–[142], while 

the remaining measures were comparable to previously reported values. The average inter-session error 

measured in this study of 2.7 degrees was the smallest across all five included studies. These inter-session 

errors indicate that the Theia3D markerless motion capture system produces more reliable lower limb joint 

angle measurements on average than field-accepted marker-based motion capture systems, despite having 

higher inter-trial errors. The error ratios measured here were lower than those in other studies for all 

examined joint angles, with the largest in the present study (1.1) being equal to the smallest reported value 

among the other studies [140]. The error ratio compares the level of undesirable variability due to 

methodology (inter-session, inter-operator, or inter-laboratory error) to the level of intrinsic variability due 

to subject variability and measurement noise (inter-trial error), thus indicating the proportionality between 

methodological and intrinsic variability in the measurements. The error ratios obtained here indicate that 

lower limb joint angles measured using Theia3D markerless motion capture are largely unaffected by the 

multi-session methodology and are almost entirely a result of the inter-trial variability in the subjects’ gait 

and the measurement noise. The error ratios obtained in this study were smaller than those from previous 

studies due to the combined effect of the inter-trial errors being higher and the inter-session errors being 

lower than those previously reported. Thus, the results obtained in this study indicate that the Theia3D 

markerless motion capture system obtains joint kinematic measurements with slightly greater inter-trial 

variability due to measurement noise, but smaller inter-session variability due to the elimination of marker-

based sources of variability. Together, these show that the markerless joint kinematic measurements are 

more reliable across multiple sessions than those from marker-based systems, as reflected in the error ratios. 

Although the findings presented here showed high levels of reliability in the gait kinematics measured by 

the Theia3D markerless motion capture system, there are some limitations to this work. We did not directly 
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compare markerless and marker-based motion capture during the same trials because we wanted to perform 

the markerless data collections on unrestricted attire and a direct comparison study was previously 

performed (Chapter 3). Despite being provided no instruction regarding attire, the participants wore mostly 

dark clothing during the data collection sessions. While it is theorized that dark attire provides a greater 

challenge for the markerless motion capture system due to reduced contrast, it is possible this homogeneity 

in attire affected the gait kinematic measurements. We acknowledge that in order to perform lower limb 

kinematics, both legs must be visible and so this approach does have some limitations in terms of clothing, 

excluding, for example, long coats or skirts. Additionally, while the markerless motion capture system is 

theoretically unrestricted with regards to the data collection environment and subject appearance, the data 

used in this study were collected in a laboratory space. Finally, the makeup of the people included in the 

training images used to develop the markerless motion capture system has not been fully documented and 

may contain biases with respect to subject appearance. Thus, further work should be done to determine the 

sensitivity of gait kinematics to collection environment, subject appearance and attire, and capture volume 

size, since these factors may differ in collected video data compared to the training dataset used by the 

neural networks. 

The findings presented in this study demonstrated Theia3D markerless motion capture can measure gait 

kinematics with greater reliability than that of marker-based methods. With this increased reliability and 

the practical improvements offered over marker-based methods, markerless motion capture could allow 

gait kinematics to be obtained more quickly, simply, and in a wider variety of environments, increasing the 

impact of gait analyses in research and clinical biomechanics. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusions 

For some time, marker-based optical motion capture has been the accepted standard technology for 

recording and quantifying human movement due to the accuracy and framerate at which a sufficient number 

of markers can be tracked to estimate human pose during dynamic activities. However, it has also been 

widely acknowledged that human movement data collected using marker-based motion capture systems are 

highly susceptible to marker placement errors and soft tissue artefact, which introduce significant levels of 

error and reduce the reliability and impact of human movement studies. Therefore, while marker-based 

motion capture is the accepted standard technology in the field of biomechanics, it is crucial that these 

systems not be considered the ‘gold standard’ for quantifying human movement. Furthermore, marker-

based motion capture systems are limited by their high cost, their requirement for highly trained operators, 

the significant time required to collect data, and their requirements for the collection environment and 

clothing worn by subjects. This array of errors and limitations that has plagued marker-based motion 

capture can largely be reduced or eliminated by markerless motion capture, which could greatly expand the 

use cases for motion capture technology and in doing so, improve our knowledge of human movement and 

musculoskeletal health. Therefore, the objective of the research undertaken in the completion of this thesis 

was to determine whether Theia3D markerless motion capture can provide reliable measures of human 

movement that are comparable to marker-based motion capture. This objective was addressed by answering 

three sub-questions in separate studies, namely: Can Theia3D markerless motion capture measure 

comparable spatiotemporal gait parameters to marker-based motion capture? Can Theia3D markerless 

motion capture measure comparable kinematics of human movement to marker-based motion capture? And, 

can Theia3D markerless motion capture reliably measure kinematics of human movement? Based on the 

research presented in this thesis, Theia3D can measure spatiotemporal gait parameters and kinematic 

measures of gait that are comparable to those of marker-based motion capture, and the kinematic measures 

obtained using markerless motion capture are more reliable than those from marker-based systems. 
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In the first study, spatiotemporal gait parameters measured using an accepted marker-based motion capture 

system were compared directly to those measured using the Theia3D markerless motion capture system, 

for human gait recorded simultaneously using both systems. The results of this study showed that the 

measurements from both motion capture systems had excellent agreement across all nine parameters 

examined and all thirty subjects.  

In the second study, kinematic measures of human movement including joint positions, lower limb segment 

angles, and lower limb joint angles were compared directly between an accepted marker-based motion 

capture system and the Theia3D markerless motion capture system, for human gait recorded simultaneously 

by both systems. The results of this study showed that the joint position estimates of all joints from both 

systems were within 2 cm of each other throughout the gait cycle and across all thirty subjects. Seven out 

of nine lower limb segment angles were within 3 degrees between the markerless and marker-based motion 

capture systems, with the remaining two being the rotation of the shank and thigh segments about the global 

vertical axes and having differences of roughly 10 degrees. The lower limb joint angles were within 4 

degrees between systems for the ankle, knee, and hip flexion/extension and the knee and hip ab/adduction, 

while the ankle ab/adduction angles were within 6 degrees. The hip and ankle internal/external rotation 

angles are greatly influenced by the rotations of the shank and thigh segments about the global vertical axis 

which had the greatest segment angle differences, and as such these measures had the greatest joint angle 

differences of 9 degrees each. Considering the errors introduced to marker-based motion capture 

measurements through inconsistent marker placement and soft tissue artefact, the differences observed 

between systems in this study were mostly acceptable. The exception to this conclusion is the 

internal/external rotation angles of the ankle and hip, which were found to have large differences between 

systems that were caused by the segment angles of the shank and thigh segments about the global vertical 

axis.  

In the third study, kinematic measures of human movement consisting of lower limb joint angles were 

measured on three separate occasions from seven individuals using Theia3D markerless motion capture. 
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These collection sessions were an average of 9 days apart and no instructions were provided to participants 

with respect to their attire during the collections in an attempt to simulate the conditions of a multi-session 

longitudinal study or of repeated visits during a rehabilitation program. The results of this study showed 

that the markerless motion capture system had the lowest inter-session errors for the most lower limb joint 

angles, and the lowest average inter-session errors across all lower limb joint angles compared to several 

previous studies of field-accepted marker-based motion capture systems. In addition, nearly all of the 

variability measured in subjects’ lower limb joint angles was a result of natural inter-trial variability in 

subjects’ movements rather than undesirable variability due to the repeated session methodology, as 

indicated by the ratio of the inter-session to inter-trial errors being 1.0 or 1.1 for all lower limb joint angles. 

These error ratios measured for the markerless motion capture system in this study were significantly lower 

than those reported in previous studies of marker-based motion capture systems. Together, these findings 

indicate that Theia3D markerless motion capture system measures lower limb joint angles during human 

gait more reliably than marker-based motion capture systems, with nearly all of the variability in joint angle 

measures between sessions being due to natural subject variability. 

The results of these three studies demonstrated that Theia3D markerless motion capture can provide 

comparable measurements of spatiotemporal gait parameters and kinematics of gait to marker-based motion 

capture, the latter of which is more reliable that those measures obtained using marker-based motion 

capture. Together, these conclusions answer the main research objective, that Theia3D markerless motion 

capture can reliably quantify human movement with measures that are comparable to those of marker-based 

motion capture. The implications of these findings are exciting and wide-ranging. The validation of this 

video-based markerless motion capture system could allow human movement data to be collected 

significantly faster, in more environments, with subjects wearing the clothing of their choice, and with 

greater reliability between multiple sessions compared to the current field-accepted standard marker-based 

motion capture technology. One effect of these reduced restrictions on the collection of human movement 

data will be an expansion of our scientific knowledge of how people move. This technology could allow 
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data to be collected of athletes during training and competition, whether that takes place indoors or outdoors, 

on a court, field or track, or as individuals or teams. This would allow us to develop a greater understanding 

of human performance, athlete loading, and injury risk, among other topics. Markerless motion capture 

could also allow gait analysis to be performed in clinical settings quickly and in an automated fashion and 

would provide accurate measures of both spatiotemporal gait parameters and gait kinematics, with a high 

level of reliability across multiple clinic visits. This would allow us to develop a greater understanding of 

treatment effectiveness and monitor the progression of disease or patient rehabilitation in more detail, 

among other applications. With a greater understanding of these topics, clinical best practices for 

musculoskeletal disease treatment can be improved with the potential to improve patient outcomes, more 

detailed risk assessments can be performed for amateur and professional athletes alike, and a variety of 

commercial applications for human movement analyses would become more feasible. 

There are several important limitations of the work described in this thesis that should be considered. All 

three studies were performed on relatively homogeneous populations of young, healthy, and predominantly 

Caucasian individuals. Since the markerless motion capture system examined here uses a deep learning 

machine vision approach that was trained on images of humans, there is potential for age, sex, ethnicity, 

clothing, or other biases to be present in the training dataset. This potential for a training bias could affect 

its ability to accurately record the movements of individuals whose appearance differs from the majority of 

the images in the training dataset. Thus, it is of great importance that the training dataset be fully 

documented to discern any of these potential biases and allow for them to be actively corrected. In addition, 

while the accuracy of this markerless motion capture system is theoretically independent of pathology, it 

has not yet been tested on any clinical populations. Prior to clinical adoption of this markerless motion 

capture system, it should be tested on a variety of populations with differing pathologies to ensure it is not 

sensitive to such changes in an undesirable way. Finally, the studies described in this thesis were all 

performed within a laboratory space, and the influence of the collection environment and image 

backgrounds were not studied. Once again, while the performance of the markerless motion capture system 
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is theoretically independent of these factors, this has yet to be tested and should be confirmed before this 

system is employed in environments outside the laboratory.  

Although the work presented in this thesis is somewhat limited, it nonetheless demonstrates the significant 

potential represented by markerless motion capture and its benefits over current accepted motion capture 

systems. Future work should be performed to validate the use of Theia3D markerless motion capture in 

complex environments, study its sensitivity to factors such as clothing and pathology, and further develop 

it for fully automated data collection, analysis, and reporting. While there are many potential applications 

for a fully automated markerless motion capture technology that can work in any setting, there are two 

particular areas that represent very exciting opportunities: healthcare and human performance. 

The further development and application of markerless motion capture in healthcare could be multifaceted. 

Longitudinal studies of representative population samples with very large sample sizes are now feasible 

and could document the progression of and changes to human movement patterns throughout the lifespan 

of healthy humans to serve as a normative baseline, as well as for individuals affected by various 

pathologies. Facilities around the world could contribute to these databases without concern for operator or 

laboratory differences, further enabling the databases to contain representative samples of any demographic 

and unlocking insights that could only be gleaned from ‘big data’. These large, representative, longitudinal 

databases could be used in combination with routine and automated clinical gait analyses performed during 

health check-ups or hospital visits to allow the cross-referencing of an individual’s movement patterns with 

those of healthy and pathological individuals with identical demographics, unlocking what could potential 

act as an early and non-invasive diagnostic tool. Furthermore, markerless motion capture with automated 

analysis and reporting could be used in homes or workplaces to anonymously and passively monitor 

individuals for early signs of pathology and enable earlier diagnoses. The potential held by markerless 

motion capture in these potential healthcare applications is exciting. 

The further development and application of markerless motion capture in the area of human performance 

offers potential for scientific gain, commercial applications, and entertainment. With the ability to collect 
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detailed human movement data in unrestricted environments on humans wearing any clothing, markerless 

motion capture could be employed in professional and elite athletic competition and training settings. The 

data obtained in this way would offer a wealth of opportunities to study the real-world human performance 

of almost any physical task or activity. This could include recording the movement patterns of Olympic 

athletes during the competitive climax of their athletic careers and of professional athletes during everyday 

practice or gameplay. This data, which could not be collected using marker-based motion capture, may hold 

significant scientific insights that could influence training programs and injury prevention or detection and 

that could trickle down into use in more recreational athletic settings. Furthermore, this data could be used 

in commercial applications by sportswear, shoe, and sporting equipment manufacturers to improve the 

performance or safety of their products and athletes that use them. Finally, real-time automated motion 

capture technology could offer insights to coaches and lay audiences alike during athletic competitions such 

as broadcast professional sporting games, spurring greater interest in the details of human movement 

analysis. 
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Appendix B: Marker Set 

The marker set used in the studies that constitute Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 of this thesis consisted of 

retroreflective markers affixed bilaterally on the first, fifth, and between the second and third metatarsal 

heads, on the calcaneus, distal to calcaneus, on the lateral mid-foot, medial and lateral malleoli, tibial 

tuberosity, fibular head (FH), medial and lateral femoral epicondyles, anterior superior (ASIS) and posterior 

superior iliac spines (PSIS), lateral iliac crests (LIC), suprasternal notch (SN), C7 vertebrae, superior 

acromion, lateral humeral head, medial and lateral humeral epicondyles, radial and ulnar styloid processes, 

and the third metacarpus. Rigid clusters of retroreflective markers were affixed to the shanks, thighs, lower 

back, and a headband with a central anterior marker, two lateral anterior markers, and two lateral posterior 

markers was worn by subjects. The marker set used, the model applied, and a video image of the quiet 

standing trial are shown in Figure B.1. 
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Figure B.1: Marker set used in the studies described within Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, shown with A) 

labelled markers, as collected by the marker-based motion capture system, B) with marker-based 

skeletal model applied to marker positions in the quiet standing trial, and C) as appears in one video 

view used by the markerless motion capture system. 
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Appendix C: Chapter 2 Supplementary Data 

The remaining results of the comparison between spatiotemporal gait parameters measured using marker-

based and markerless motion capture methods are included below, for double-limb support time (Figure 

C.1), stance time (Figure C.2), stride length (Figure C.3), stride width (Figure C.4), and swing time (Figure 

C.5). 

 

Figure C.1: A) Violin and B) Bland-Altman plots comparing the double limb support time 

measurements from marker-based and markerless motion capture. A) Violin plots show the 

distribution of the marker-based and markerless cadence measurements for all thirty subjects. B) 

Bland-Altman plots show the difference between the marker-based and markerless measurements 

against the average of the marker-based and markerless measurements. Minimal detectable change 

values used are from [123]. 
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Figure C.2: A) Violin and B) Bland-Altman plots comparing the stance time measurements from 

marker-based and markerless motion capture. A) Violin plots show the distribution of the marker-

based and markerless cadence measurements for all thirty subjects. B) Bland-Altman plots show 

the difference between the marker-based and markerless measurements against the average of the 

marker-based and markerless measurements. Minimal detectable change values used are from 

[123]. 

 

Figure C.3: A) Violin and B) Bland-Altman plots comparing the stride length measurements from 

marker-based and markerless motion capture. A) Violin plots show the distribution of the marker-

based and markerless cadence measurements for all thirty subjects. B) Bland-Altman plots show 

the difference between the marker-based and markerless measurements against the average of the 

marker-based and markerless measurements. Minimal detectable change values used are from 

[123]. 
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Figure C.4: A) Violin and B) Bland-Altman plots comparing the stride width measurements from 

marker-based and markerless motion capture. A) Violin plots show the distribution of the marker-

based and markerless cadence measurements for all thirty subjects. B) Bland-Altman plots show 

the difference between the marker-based and markerless measurements against the average of the 

marker-based and markerless measurements. Minimal detectable change values used are from 

[123]. 

 

Figure C.5: A) Violin and B) Bland-Altman plots comparing the swing time measurements from 

marker-based and markerless motion capture. A) Violin plots show the distribution of the marker-

based and markerless cadence measurements for all thirty subjects. B) Bland-Altman plots show 

the difference between the marker-based and markerless measurements against the average of the 

marker-based and markerless measurements. Minimal detectable change values used are from 

[124]. 


